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Preface
The speculative period of combination, during which one-seventh of the manufacturing business of the
United States organised into consolidations, and four billion dollars of securities was marketed by the new
industrial trusts, has entirely spent itself. Since 1898, the industrial stocks listed on the New York Stock
Exchange have declined sixty-five per cent. The depreciation in the twenty-one leading industrial stocks has
inflicted during this period a loss on the community of a billion of dollars. The precipitate decline of stocks
during the summer and fall of 1903, the recklessness of unskilful promoters exposed in the hearings of the
Shipbuilding Trust, and the passing of the common stock dividends by the United States Steel Corporation
have completed the disillusionment of the investor. In the meantime, the Attorney-General’s activity in the
enforcement of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, and the decision of the federal courts in the case of the Northern
Securities Company have called into greater prominence the regulation of trusts by the law. Economists and
legislators have suggested a multitude of statutory remedies. The Industrial Commission, after careful in-
vestigation and criticism, recommended in its Final Report to Congress in 1902 certain specific measures. In
1903 Congress enacted, in the Elkins Law and in the Nelson Amendment to the Department of Commerce
Act, two of the better recommended and less radical of these remedies. The acute realisation among inves-
tors of the real evils of trusts, and the sober criticism everywhere passed upon all suggestions of remedy
mark the new phase of the trust situation.

The issues of the trust question are clear. If the trusts deserve to live, they must show that their econo-
mies are real; and that their evils— those resulting from monopoly, and also those resulting from the present
trust management—can cure themselves or be cured by statute. Some of the facts, also, are clear. Economies
arising from the control of resources—such as the International Paper Company expected from its mo-
nopoly of timber-land—have generally proved illusory. Combination as a relief from industrial warfare,
however,—such as the United States Steel Corporation has been shown to be,— has more firmly established
itself as a natural economic evolution. Certain of the evils expected from monopoly, such as the discourage-
ment of individual initiative, have not been realised. Certain other evils of monopoly, however, such as
unreasonable prices and the extortion of discriminations from the railways, have grown more conspicuous.
The evils of present trust management, moreover, which have brought discredit on a great field of industry
have attained an importance transcending all other evils. How far these evils can cure themselves is now
becoming evident. How far they can be cured by statute appears in the progress of the law from the over-
throw of “trust agreements” to the case of the Northern Securities Company.

The facts of the trusts of to-day clearly define the trust problem. Most of the facts here given have been
drawn from the Report of the Industrial Commission. A few illustrations of recent trust finance have been
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taken from the market reports and annual balance-sheets, published from time to time in the trade journals
and in the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. The findings of fact in judicial hearings—especially in the
suits to enjoin the bond conversion of the United States Steel Corporation—were freely drawn upon for
material. The utmost pains has been taken to exclude mere newspaper reports and magazine hearsay. Offi-
cial and semi-official sources, though not abounding in startling generalisations, compensate in reliability
for what they lack in picturesqueness. Wherever practicable, in the index, statements occurring in these
chapters have been referred to the authorities. Certainly, the difficulties of the problem appear clearest in an
impartial statement of the economies and the evils of trusts, and in a plain explanation of the legal regulation
of trusts. If, indeed, from this treatment of the subject, certain critical conclusions seem reached, or some
possible solutions seem evident, they result from the simple candour of the facts, and not from any conscious
argument of the author.

Gilbert Holland Montague.
Cambridge, Massachusetts.



Chapter One: The Development of Industrial Combination
Competition is proverbially the life of trade; but, from the standpoint of the seller, it has always been the
death of profits. In spite of the efforts of legislatures and of markets, from mediaeval times to the present, to
keep alive competition in every community and in every business, the seller still tries to restrain it. Even
among the tradesmen of a small community the tendency is eternally at work. The local grocer and the dry-
goods dealer each notes the prices of his competitor’s goods and makes his similar. From time to time he
marks down the prices of a few articles, trusting that the increased patronage induced by the blazoning of
these “leaders” may increase the sales throughout his store. Aside from these occasional cuts, which seldom
affect a considerable fraction of the business, tacit and informal agreement everywhere restrains competi-
tion in retail markets.

The Tendency to Combination in Large Businesses

In the wholesale trade, however, competition is always more troublesome. Compared with retail consumers,
the wholesale buyers are more eager for small savings, better acquainted with the conditions determining
prices, and shrewder at driving hard bargains. The wholesale sellers, because their stocks are necessarily less
various than those of retail shopkeepers, can less easily recoup on the rest of their business what they lose by
unremunerative “leaders”; and because their trade is more wary than the untutored public, must exert pro-
portionately greater efforts in marketing their products. In good times and in bad they must command the
attention of the trade by expensive advertising in the public prints, in street cars and on billboards, and by
persistent canvassing by highly paid commercial travellers. In order to hold his customers during a season of
reduced demand, the manufacturer must make burdensome concessions: he must pay freight instead of
shipping F. O. B.; he must grant net cash ninety days instead of net cash thirty days; he must allow cancel-
lation or modification of orders, and a discount for storing the goods in the buyer’s wareroom, and must
uncomplainingly allow excessive claims for lack of merchantableness. Lest his business go over to his rival,
when trade picks up and prices advance, the manufacturer must contract with his buyer twelve or eighteen
months ahead, at the low prices current at the moment the market begins to turn. As a result, during the first
year or two of advancing prices the producer realises far less than the “current price for immediate delivery”
—with its illusion of extraordinary profits— seems to promise. In November, 1899, for instance, while steel
billets were quoted at $34, the mills were chiefly occupied in filling contracts at $16. Finally, when the time
arrives for making new contracts, the buyer and the seller cannot get together on the current price, and in
order to dominate his territory the seller is once more obliged to grant a reduction. And no sooner does he
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attain his dominance than his competitor five hundred miles away reaches in with advertising and with
agents and with more attractive terms.

The Pools in the Whiskey and the Oil Industries

Among producers and wholesale sellers, accordingly, something more tangible than tacit, informal agree-
ment is needed to restrain competition. So long as industry was localised by imperfect transportation and by
the relative smallness of capital invested, formal combinations were as unnecessary among manufacturers
as they are generally among shopkeepers. With the rapid development of business after the Civil War,
however, together with the extraordinary stimulus given to certain lines of industry—by internal-revenue
legislation, for example, in the case of the manufacture of spirits, and by the discovery and the utilisation of
petroleum in the arts—came all the distressing effects of acute competition among manufacturers. The
spirits business had attracted such a large sum of capital that the producing capacity grew far beyond the
country’s normal demand. To dispose of surplus stock, prices were cut until the business became notori-
ously speculative and discredited; booms and depressions, due sometimes to changes of the law, but chiefly
to the accumulation of stocks of whiskeys, made and ruined, with every shift of trade, hundreds of distillers.
With a view to placing the business on a sound basis, combinations of seventy or eighty distilleries, organ-
ised to reduce the output, were formed as early as 1882. The Western Exporters’ Association, for example,
determined the producing capacity of each distillery and distributed to each its pro rata share of the consum-
ing capacity of the country. Sometimes only twenty-eight per cent of the producing capacity was thus uti-
lised, and seldom was more than forty per cent required. Distilleries producing an excess were obliged to
export from the country at their own cost, and any fortuitous excess was exported at the expense of the
association and the loss met by assessment. By a similar development the petroleum industry had even
earlier attained the same form of combination. Further discoveries of petroleum in 1865, like the internal-
revenue legislation in the spirits business, over-stimulated production; and throughout the next decade there
were abortive attempts to regulate the output of oil. Early in the seventies the more important refiners, under
the leadership of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, reached an informal agreement regarding prices and had come to
be known as the Standard “alliance.” After eliminating competition among its own members, the group
availed itself of the peculiar railway conditions of the time to assert its dominance over the trade. Railroads
had not as yet consolidated, and competition for traffic at common points was excessive and unprofitable.
To save themselves from insolvency the railroads agreed with one another and with large shippers to divide
the traffic, and to pool on agreed percentages the freight earnings. The Standard “alliance,” being the most
conspicuous group of shippers in the trade, was in this way generally made the “evener”; and in return for
this service obtained from the railroads such concessions as raised it, in 1879, to dominance in transportation
facilities and to the control of ninety-five per cent, of the refining business of the country.

The Weakness of Pools

The purpose of the pool, as shown in the experience of the distilling and refining industries, is to regulate
prices and to meddle as little as possible with details of management in the constituent companies. The
output of each concern is so restricted that prices may be advanced by limitation of the supply. The prices are
determined at a meeting of all the members of the association or by the executive committee of the pool; and
the buyer, being held to the regular quotations, is unable to play off one competitor against another or to
obtain special concessions.
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In the Addyston Pipe Pool of 1897 the manufacturers of cast-iron pipe in thirty-six States agreed not to
compete with one another; whenever a consumer called for bids a committee of the pool, made up of repre-
sentatives of each mill, set the price for the job and assigned the contract to the mill that gave the largest
bonus for it; to keep up an appearance of competition the other members of the pool put in higher bids. The
Bessemer Steel Pool, organised in 1896 and including most of the manufacturers of crude steel in the Middle
West, assigned every month to each mill a fraction of the total output of the association. At the end of each
month, when the shipments were reported to the central advisory body, any mill which had exceeded its
allotment was required to pay into the common treasury $2 per ton for such excess, which was distributed
proportionately among those who had not shipped their allotment. In the Wire Nail Association of 1895 the
central body fixed prices and allotted the output; and in times of slack demand the output was produced by
a few of the best adapted plants, and the others received a certain rental for keeping out of business. By its
very nature, however, this form of organisation is weak. The policy of the pool is determined by majority
rule; and, as each producer is concerned only with the immediate future, the management of the association
seldom takes a broad view of the situation. In the midst of a general decline in prices the Wire Nail Associa-
tion raised prices 200 per cent. Similar short-sighted extortion in the whiskey pools time and again broke
down the market. The necessity of voluntary assent on the part of each member and the liberty of each to
withdraw without notice have made it impossible to enforce pooling agreements. No relief is to be had in the
courts. By one of the firmest principles of the common law a pooling agreement which actually controls the
market is unenforceable because it restrains and tends to monopolise trade. In addition to the common law,
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890—as the Addyston Pipe Pool learned to its sorrow—expressly forbids,
with forfeiture of property and threefold damages, every restraint of trade, reasonable or unreasonable,
between the States. The difficulty of establishing relations of mutual confidence among former competitors
emphasises all these defects. A small misunderstanding creates mutual distrust. Strong producers are always
suspected of obtaining business beyond their allotments by methods contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of
the pooling agreement. Having pooled and allotted the production of crude material, these producers in-
crease to the utmost their output of finished goods and thus evade the calculations of the pool. From all these
causes the dissolution of pooling agreements is periodical and anticipated by the trade. As the prices follow-
ing the breakdown of the pool are often lower than the prices current before the pool, large buyers have been
accustomed to wait till the dissolution before placing their orders. In February, 1897, owing to the dissatis-
faction of the Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company with its allotment of seventeen per cent of the output and
the demand of the Illinois Steel Company for the territory west of Pittsburg, the Steel Rail Pool dissolved;
and steel rails, which before the pool had sold at $21 per ton and during the pool at $27.50, were offered by
the Carnegie Company at $17 per ton.

The managers of the Standard “alliance” early discovered that pools regarding prices and output did
not give sufficient power, either to control the market or to secure the most efficient methods of production.
Consequently this association devised and put into effect, in 1882, the original “trust agreement” of the
Standard Oil Trust—the first attempt to give binding legal obligation to the unenforceable agreements of the
pool—which has since lent its technical name to the entire class of the industrial combinations. A board of
nine trustees received in trust from each of the parties to the “trust agreement” either an assignment of stock
with voting power or, in some other form, the absolute control of the separate properties. The trustees issued
in return for these assignments “trust certificates” representing the valuation of the plants. Except for three
or four shares left with the officers of each corporation to qualify them as directors, the trustees could vote
all the stock of all the committees. They elected from their own number the directors of each constituent
company and thus managed all the properties in complete harmony. As stockholders of the companies
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composing the trust, the trustees collected all the dividends, and distributed the gross sum among the holders
of the “trust certificates” in the form of dividends on the certificates, regardless of whether the original
property for which one had received “trust certificates” was making profits or was idle.

Success in harmonising divergent interests in the refining business led to similar arrangements in other
industries. In 1887 eighty distilleries which had previously maintained a precarious association in pools
united for more perfect union into the Distillers’ and Cattle Feeders’ Trust; and soon after the Sugar Refin-
eries Company was organised.

As a device for controlling the market and for securing the most efficient production, the trust was thus
far the most practical form of combination. Through the board of trustees the control over the constituent
companies was no longer persuasive but legally enforceable; and measures too drastic to be assented to by
informal agreement could easily be accomplished by the trustees in the exercise of their legal rights. Imme-
diately after the formation of the Distillers’ and Cattle Feeders’ Trust, out of eighty distilleries which joined
all were closed except the twelve largest and best equipped, which ran at full capacity. The Standard Oil
Trust dismantled such of its refineries as were poorly located, improved the equipment of the rest, and built
new works at strategic positions commanding the markets of the entire country. Since these combinations
were unincorporated there was no means by which outsiders could learn the nature of their business. They
were permanent in organization, centralised in government, responsible and representative; and, being per-
manent and responsible, they pursued a broader policy than did the pool. Excepting the Distillers’ and Cattle
Feeders’ Trust, no trust exacted the extortionate prices demanded by the pools: the Standard Oil Trust
effected a steady reduction in prices; the Sugar Refineries Company raised prices above the competitive
rates which before the trust was formed had ruined eighteen out of forty refiners, but maintained them at a
point no higher than English and Continental prices. In ease of organization and efficiency of administration
the trust form of combination has always supplied the most satisfactory restriction of competition. Economi-
cally and commercially it is a unit—and therein lies its strength; legally, however, the trust is not an entity
but an association of persons. A rancorous legislature, merely by enacting that any combination of individu-
als to restrain trade shall be forbidden, could make the “trust agreement” not only unenforceable— as were
the pooling agreements—but also illegal and penal. In 1890 sixteen States had thus forbidden combinations
within their borders; the Federal Government by the Sherman Anti-Trust Act had forbidden combination in
interstate trade, and the common law, as generally applied throughout all the States, was also understood to
forbid such combination. During that same year the Sugar Refineries Company was declared illegal by the
New York courts, and two year later, when the Standard Oil Trust was similarly declared illegal by the
Supreme Court of Ohio, it became realised that the trust form of combination must be abandoned.

Combination Through “Community of Interest”

The dissolution of the “trust agreement,” unlike the breakdown of the pools, was not followed by cut-throat
competition. The members of the combinations had too long enjoyed the sweets of restricted competition
ever to relapse again into their former condition. In one form or another of association the constituent
companies continued their harmony of management. Since both pools and “trust agreements” were forbid-
den, the lawyers were thrown back on other devices. The Standard Oil Trust was dissolved in 1892, and in
surrendering their “trust certificates” the owners were given a proportionate amount of stock in each of the
constituent companies. By chance the nine trustees under the original agreement owned in their own right a
majority of the “trust certificates,” and under the new arrangement, by voting together, could control each
particular company of the trust. Furthermore, the years of association with one another in the earlier Stand-
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ard “alliance” had brought about in these men a remarkable singleness of interest and purpose. The experi-
ence of most pools proves that mutual self-interest and friendship of a group of business men is an unstable
foundation for common action. Among the nine men controlling the Standard interests, however, the ties of
family, of personal regard, and of long and close association proved sufficient. For seven years that intangi-
ble bond which has become known in the operation of railroad systems as “community of interest,” held
together the strongest combination of industry in the United States.

Community of interest, however—as appeared in 1901 in the struggle for the Northern Pacific Rail-
road—is generally precarious. The same self-interest that one day brings men together is likely on another
day without warning to leave them far apart. Only by an unconditional surrender of control to some central
body can an enduring union be reached; and as the law forbade such a union, so long as its members retained
their legal entity, the most natural substitute seemed to be a new corporation which should buy the properties
of the smaller companies and sink their legal existence in its own. In 1890 the Distillers’ and Cattle Feeders’
Trust, which had feared hostile treatment in the courts, reorganised under the corporation laws of Illinois as
the Distilling and Cattle Feeding Company. Of the $35,000,000 of capital stock all but $1,000,000 was
turned over to the owners of “trust certificates” in payment for the properties of the trust. Shortly afterward,
on account of an Illinois statute forbidding payment for properties in stock instead of in money, the new
corporation was declared illegal. A new company, the American Spirits Manufacturing Company, was ac-
cordingly formed, into which the stockholders of the unlucky Distilling Company transferred their stock,
and from which they received, dollar for dollar, new shares. In order to control the distributing business, this
company in 1896 organised the Spirits Distributing Company, and soon after sought to combine a number of
outside distilleries in the Standard Distilling and Distributing Company and the Kentucky Distilleries and
Warehouse Company. By these devices was continued the consolidation of the distilling industry.

Combination Through “Holding-Corporations”

There remained one form of combination more attractive than either community of interest or outright
purchase of the properties. In many particulars it resembled the old “trust agreement” but there were suffi-
cient points of difference to convince most lawyers that it was quite legal. The “trust agreement” had failed
because it was a “conspiracy” of several persons. If, instead of a combination of persons, a single person
could control the several companies, this difficulty could be avoided. The more careful promoters after
creating this legal entity—the Distilling and Cattle Feeding Company, for instance—caused it to buy out-
right the works of the constituent concerns. The more venturesome organisers, however, regarded such
complete absorption as unnecessary. A private individual, by owning a majority of the stock in two compa-
nies, might elect directors who would effect a unity of management. Why not, then, create a legal person—
a giant “holding-corporation” — who should purchase a voting majority of the stock of the several concerns;
whose directors, having been elected as usual by the shareholders of the giant corporation, should vote in the
meetings of the component companies, precisely like the trustees under the “trust agreement”; who might
thus bring about permanent harmony of control? This device had patent advantages over an outright pur-
chase of the properties. The charter of many business corporations—as is wellnigh universal among railroad
charters— forbade the sale of the entire business properties; the effect of which was, of course, to make
complete absorption impossible. Furthermore, in the sale of plant and goodwill, the higgling of owners and
stockholders over the price is for the promoter both expensive and exasperating. To go into the market and
buy the voting majority of the stock is quicker and generally less expensive. If desired, the buying may be
concealed under the usual daily trading in the stock, and the unsuspecting owners will not be prompted to
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hold off for an exorbitant price. Finally, the capital of the “holding-corporation” need not be so large, or so
difficult to raise, as that of the corporation which purchases properties. Assuming the voting control of the
constituent companies to vest in a bare majority of their stock and their shares to be at par, a “holding-
corporation” of $501,000 paid-in capital could as effectively control companies whose aggregate capitalisa-
tion was $1,000,000 as could a corporation of $1,000,000 by outright purchase of the properties. In an actual
case like the preceding the exorbitant prices—either in money or in stock— which the owners would de-
mand for their properties and the unfavorable rates at which the new stock must be placed on the market in
order to provide means of payment, would require for an absorbing corporation a capitalisation greatly in
excess of $1,000,000. All these disadvantages in absorbing corporations and advantages in “holding-corpo-
rations” induced most combinations to assume the latter form.

Before 1889 the laws of no State authorized the creation of a “holding-corporation”; the purchase of
stocks of other companies was not considered a desirable power, and, excepting private individuals, no legal
person could exist for the general purpose of owning property in other corporations. In 1889 New Jersey
supplied the want by including among the lawful objects of corporations the purchase of stock in any com-
panies owning, mining, manufacturing, or producing materials or other property necessary for their busi-
ness, and the issue of stock in payment therefor. According to the comity among the several States guaran-
teed by the Constitution, this new legal entity could extend its operations throughout the whole United
States. For a small franchise fee New Jersey offered to provide all comers with this convenient legal person.
Connecticut, Delaware, and, with slight reservations, New York and West Virginia followed the example.
The Sugar Trust was among the first to avail itself of the New Jersey law. On the dissolution of the Sugar
Refineries Company, in 1891, the “trust certificates” were exchanged, share for share, for the stock of the
American Sugar Refining Company. Every whit as effective as the “trust agreement”; and after a narrow
decision of the United States Supreme Court—in a case to test the applicability of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act to the American Sugar Refining Company1 — generally regarded as immune from every law against
combinations on both State and Federal statute-books, this form of combination promised shelter against
ruinous competition within and hostile legislation without.

The Rush to Combination 1897–1902

The depression following 1893 retarded consolidation. But when the revival came, in 1897, an unprec-
edented rush to combination began. With the large harvests of 1898 and steadily rising prices the prices of
securities rose. To the clamorous desire of producers for combination was added an artificial stimulus even
more potent. Capital which had long held aloof from the investment market returned to find the supply of
securities inadequate to the demand. The old standard stocks, which for so long had been the playthings of
speculation, were now in the strong hands of investors beyond the reach of the professional stock-operator.
If the increasing desire for speculation were to be satisfied there must be provided new counters for the
game. The promoter who in ordinary times found his reward among the manufacturers whom his combina-
tion saved from competition, now made, in addition, a most extraordinary profit in supplying securities for
the market. In almost any association of separate businesses insuring partial or complete control of the
industry the control of the output and the economies of production promise an increased profit; and when the
big corporation is formed this increased earning capacity may as fairly be capitalised as the inventory-value
of the plants. The promoter, however, tempted by the gullible demand for mere quantity in the stock-offer-
ings, used the undoubted economies of combination as the basis for an enormously inflated issue of stock.
Very few of these corporations had a capital of kss than $1,000,000; the great majority had a capitalisation
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exceeding $5,000,000. Before 1897 only sixty-three of these combinations had been formed; in the next
three years 183 were organised—seventy-nine in the year 1899 alone—with a total capitalisation of over
four billions of dollars. This enormous sum—one-twentieth of the total wealth of the United States, nearly
twice the amount of money in circulation in the country, and more than four times the capitalisation of all the
manufacturing consolidations organised between 1860 and 1893—was owing entirely to the fever of specu-
lation which culminated in the short panic of May, 1901.

The anxiety of manufacturers to avoid competition, the frenzy of speculation in the security market,
and the facilities afforded by new corporation laws in a “holding” or absorbing corporation conspired to
bring about consolidation in almost every industry. Wherever a semblance of monopoly could be obtained a
promoter was ready to organise, and the public was eager to buy his securities. In rapid succession the
various branches of the steel business were combined in purely “holding-corporations.” In 1899 the Distill-
ing Company of America was incorporated in order to purchase a controlling interest in the stocks of the
four existing combinations in the whiskey business. For this purpose capital stock to the amount of
$125,000,000 was authorised, $80,000,000 of which was placed in the hands of the promoters to acquire the
entire stock of each company, with the condition that if any part of such stock could not be acquired a
proportionate number of the shares entrusted to the promoters should be returned to the treasury of the new
company. In fact, the promoters purchased about ninety-five per cent of the stocks of the several combina-
tions. The mode of payment, which was fixed by a committee of the promoters and the large stockholders of
the existing combinations, followed the general plan of a merger. For every preferred share of the American
Spirits Manufacturing Company filty per cent in preferred stock of the Distilling Company of America was
allowed, and for the common stock twenty-five per cent in common stock of the new company; for Ken-
tucky Company common stock, seventy per cent., and for preferred stock, eighty-five per cent, in preferred
and fifteen per cent in common; for the Standard Company preferred, eighty-five per cent in preferred and
fifty per cent in common, and for common sixty per cent in common; for the Spirits Distributing Company
first preferred, eighty per cent in preferred and twenty per cent in common, and for the second preferred,
twenty per cent preferred and twenty per cent common. Like all “holding-corporations,” the Distilling Com-
pany of America was authorised to acquire properties as well as stock. Accordingly, the promoters sold on
the market enough of the stock in their hands to net $3,500,000 cash, $2,000,000 of which they used in the
purchase of three independent distilling properties, and the remainder they turned into the company for
working capital. So attractive appeared this new form of combination that in 1899 the Standard Oil combi-
nation, which had cautiously clung to the informality of community of interest since the “trust agreement” of
its own contriving had gone awry, ventured to avail itself of the New Jersey law. The old Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey was granted enlarged powers and an increase of stock from $1,000,000 to
$110,000,000. Its purpose was eventually to take all the stock of the different Standard interests into the
larger company, so that, when the transfer was finally complete, the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
might own outright the stock or the properties commonly known and mentioned together as the Standard Oil
Company. Since 1900, about $97,000,000 of the capital stock of the New Jersey company has been used to
purchase at par the stocks or properties of the other Standard companies, the capitalisation of which was
approximately $97,000,000, but whose goodwill and earning power as represented by the market value of
the stock aggregated $650,000,000. The same principles of merger and of outright purchase appeared in the
United States Steel Corporation, organised in 1901 with a capitalisation of $1,404,000,000 for the purpose
of acquiring the stocks of ten of the largest corporations in the world. By 1901 a sufficient number of
combinations had been incorporated to familiarise the public with their organisation. In the opinion of the
legal profession at large, and among public prosecutors generally, the difficulties of the anti-trust laws had
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been surmounted. A certain amount of doubt—which has lately been strengthened by the decision against
the Northern Securities Company—still attached to the principle of combination by mere ownership of
stock through a “holding-corporation,” but in most cases—railroads everywhere were the great exception—
their charters allowed the constituent companies to consolidate and the “holding-corporation” to buy either
the stock or the properties. A considerable body of judicial decision, particularly clear in New Jersey, where
alone the question was likely to arise, held in effect that combination through ownership of the properties
was unassailable. The ease of changing, whenever convenience demanded, from a holding to a purchasing
corporation afforded, accordingly, a security which no attack on the principle of merger seemed likely to
threaten. To the heated imagination of the public, meanwhile, the profits of combination seemed enormous.
During the depression after 1893, it was remembered, the combinations in steel, in oil, in rubber, in sugar,
and in tobacco were scarcely inconvenienced; during this period the dividend of the Standard Oil Company
had grown from twelve per cent to forty-eight per cent. Controlling the output of staples for which the
demand could never entirely abate, and relieved from the hardship of competition, these companies enjoyed
a conspicuous prosperity. The economies of combination, as both manufacturer and public were aware, lay
chiefly in the control of the market. The promoter found the manufacturer weary of competition and eager
either to combine or to sell; he found the public clamorous to capitalise visionary profits of combinations
and to buy the shares as fast as he could provide them. With such incentives it is not surprising that in the
four years ending in 1901 he succeeded in consolidating one-seventh of the manufacturing interests of the
country.

The Decline in Industrial Securities 1898–1903

The year 1901 marks the second period of flood-tide in the trust movement. The first had occurred fifteen
years before, when the example of the Standard Oil “trust agreement” had been followed in the sugar and the
whiskey businesses. Hostile legislation, expressed in anti-trust statutes on State and Federal statute-books,
obstructed the course of combination in the late eighties and early nineties. The disillusionment of the public
in regard to the securities of the new combinations has for the present stopped the wild rush to consolidation.
The very years that have seen an increase in the value of established railroad stocks of more than one
hundred per cent have witnessed in the industrial stocks listed since 1898 on the New York Stock Exchange
a steady depreciation of sixty-five per cent. The decline in the stocks of twenty-one leading industrials alone
has inflicted during this period a loss on the community of a billion of dollars. In every case these losses
represent the discrepancy between the promise and the performance of the anticipated profits of combina-
tion over competition. The evils which in the early nineties led to the restriction of the trust movement
affected the consumer, the competitor, and the State—in short, the entire community outside the trust. But
the ills which at present are emaciating the great industrials are internal; the evils of unscrupulous promo-
tion, over-capitalisation, and bad management fall upon the individual stockholders, and only indirectly
affect outsiders and the State.

The steps that have led to the present situation are clear. Loose association among producers in spe-
cially stimulated industries after the Civil War led throughout the later seventies to pools for the regulation
of prices. The device of the “trust agreement,” which gave legal force to combinations illegal as pools, was
eagerly adopted throughout the eighties and early nineties by the consolidating industries. When the “trust
agreements” had been declared illegal, and the statutes against combination were growing more harassing, a
few commercial States relaxed their corporation laws and created enormous business companies—hence-
forward known as trusts— which absorbed the members of the combination by the purchase of their proper-
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ties or their stock. An unparalleled period of speculation in the four years following 1897 stimulated trust
promotion, until in 1901 one-seventh of the manufacturing industry had been consolidated.

The Evils of Industrial Combination

The evils of industrial combination, as they have shown themselves in the development of the trust and as
they exist to-day, arrange themselves in two classes. First, those inherent in combination, however it be
conducted, because of the mere fact that it is a practical monopoly. Most familiar of these is the temptation
to raise prices, to get secret discriminations from railroads, to fix destructive prices in order to crush smaller
rivals, to corrupt legislation, and to depress individual initiative. Since the regin of Elizabeth, every English-
speaking jurisdiction has enforced laws directed against these evils. The fact that monopoly threatens every-
one outside itself—consumer, competitor, and employee—has for three hundred years raised against it the
hand of the State. It is only natural that the first protest in the late eighties against trusts should be the
restatement, with stricter prohibition, of the common-law abhorrence of monopoly. In the present situation,
an easy device for evading the statutes has left the first class of evils as alarming as ever, and has added
another sort, at present and in the immediate future likely to be more ruinous than the first. This second class
of evils results from the particular form and method of organisation prevalent in existing combinations.
Unscrupulous promotion, over-capitalisation, and bad management, which have notoriously resulted in fi-
nancial discredit, affect primarily the investor; and, in so far as present forms of organisation make it diffi-
cult to enforce the law upon an elusive citizen, they also affect the State.

The Trust Problem

Briefly stated, the trust problem resolves itself into this: If the trust deserves to live, the savings of combina-
tion must be found real and legitimate; the first class of evils, flowing from the mere fact of monopoly, must
be proved either self-corrective or able to be corrected by statute; the second class of evils, resulting from the
particular form assumed in the organisation of existing combinations, must be shown to be self-corrective or
capable of correction by statute. The extended bearings of the problem have only gradually been realised.
Till 1902, interest was centred upon the prevention of the first class of evils. The statute-books bristled with
laws against combination and monopoly, but not a single remedy was attempted for the second class; indeed,
certain “charter-granting” States had hastened to remove such protection against these evils as their early
corporation laws afforded. Since the publication in 1902 of the report of the Industrial Commission, and
since the decline in industrial securities, interest has centred about the second class of evils. As the difficul-
ties of the problem become more clearly defined, suggestion grows more sober and cautious.

The commercial forces and the governmental principles, which together form the sinew and the nerve
of the nation, are seen to be involved in the answer. By realising the transcending importance of the situa-
tion, the first step toward its solution has been taken.



Chapter Two: The Savings of Combination
If the trusts deserve to live, the savings of combination must be found to be real and legitimate. Industrially,
no new form of business organisation can endure unless it be more efficient— in plain terms, more economi-
cal—than the old, Politically, no new form of business organisation, which so radically substitutes the old as
the trust supplants competing concerns, can be tolerated unless its economic advantages be manifest. From
whatever standpoint the problem be approached, then, the economies of trust management must first of all be
determined.

The savings of combination, which the promoter attractively sets forth in the prospectus, are not invari-
ably the savings that induce manufacturers to join in the trust. Dread of arousing the well-nigh universal
hatred of monopoly causes a labored stress to be put upon savings in clerk-hire, in travellers’ expenses, and
in advertising—briefly, upon the ordinary economies of production on a large scale—and very little to be
laid upon the really legitimate profits of restricted competition. The manufacturer knows that from the indus-
trial standpoint the trust idea of controlling the market is fundamentally sound; but the reason for his faith is
commonly expressed in innuendoes, stifled by exaggerated emphasis upon the advantages of large scale
production. Neither the public nor the promoter believes that the millions of dollars of industrial common
stock are the capitalised savings in cross-freights and in advertising. These items, of course, contribute to the
sum of increased earnings. They constitute, as will later be shown, an undoubted justification for the trust
form of industry. But from what has appeared in the development of industrial combination they seem
seldom to afford the motive for the formation of any trust. In most cases the real motive has resulted from
conditions that were very convincing to manufacturers in the business, but not at all alluring if explained to
investors through the prospectus.

Combination Compelled by the Instinct of Self-Preservation

A notable instance is the United States Steel Corporation. This company was not formed for the purpose of
effecting the ordinary “economies of combination,” but as the readiest means of averting calamity threat-
ened by a steel-war. In 1899, when Mr. Carnegie first offered to retire, there were, in direct competition with
the Carnegie Steel Company, the Federal Steel Company, a Morgan interest, and the National Steel Com-
pany, a Moore interest, both engaged in making pig-iron, steel ingots and billets. The American Steel and
Wire Company, which made finished products in the shape of rods, wire, and nails, had from the beginning
made its own pig-iron and steel, and in this way indirectly competed with the Carnegie company. The Na-
tional Tube Company, a Morgan interest, naturally looked to the Federal Steel Company for its raw materi-
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als; while the other Moore interests, the American Tin Plate Company and the American Steel Hoop Com-
pany, obtained most of their material from the National Steel Company. All these concerns, both makers and
users of raw material, were so closely allied as seriously to threaten the market of the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany. In self-defence, Mr. Carnegie in 1899 secured such control of the traffic of the great lakes as to assure
himself against a lack of ore. In 1900 he improved the mills about Pittsburg, until he produced one-fifth of
the pig-iron and one-fourth of the Bessemer steel in the United States; and, by threatening to erect the largest
mill ever built to roll rods and to manufacture hoops and bands, he attacked the American Steel and Wire
Company and the American Steel Hoop Company. In 1901 he menaced the Morgan interests by commenc-
ing to build at Conneaut Harbor, Ohio—the Lake Erie terminal of the Carnegie road to Pittsburg—the
largest tube manufacturing mill in the world. The Carnegie Steel Company owned the best equipped and
best managed steel plant in the world. No one of its rivals could compare with it in self-sufficiency of
production. Dividends had never been considered in its management. During two years of depression it had
expended out of earnings, with a view to increasing its earning capacity by new construction, no less than
$20,000,000. As Mr. Carnegie remarked, his partners knew nothing about making stocks and bonds, but
only the making of steel. The steel trusts which he threatened with war, meanwhile, invited attack. They
were not only industrially less efficient hut were financially endangered. The flotation of their securities,
still largely in the hands of the underwriters, required the continuance of dividends on their enormously
watered common stock; and, as a result of this policy of dividend payment, only a weak surplus reserve had
been accumulated. The surplus reserve of a business company should be great in proportion to the variation,
from year to year, in its profits. By such well-managed concerns as Jones & Laughlin Limited and the
Midvale Steel Company, the extreme vicissitudes of the steel business had been provided against by the
accumulation of reserves exceeding fifty per cent. The steel trusts, however, faced the incomparably greater
calamity of a steel-war with reserves of scarcely seven per cent. They had only two ways of escape: either
they must surrender outright to the Carnegie company, or they must eliminate that company from competi-
tion by uniting with it in one corporation, organised to own a majority interest in the merged steel compa-
nies. They chose the latter, and in 1901 formed the United States Steel Corporation. Such causes for combi-
nation as these—for the example of the steel trust is no less striking than it is typical—cannot be prettily
stated in the promoter’s prospectus: but phrased in the mildly descriptive catch-words of “elimination of
competition” and “maintenance of fair prices” they are foremost in the minds of the manufacturers. To
restrict a competition that threatens an entire industry with insolvency and to prevent a contest in prices from
falling below a living scale have been the chief motives in the formation of every trust. From the standpoint
of the investor and the consumer, as well as the promoter and the manufacturer, these motives are not only
legitimate but even laudable. To save a fraction of the enormous sum which, somewhere between producer
and consumer, vain competition has wasted is surely a praiseworthy ambition. But hands that are strong
enough to accomplish this result have always been feared for the power they may turn to harm: so that now
the very term “restraint of trade”—which literally describes the most economical means by which producers
may supply consumers—has become the name of a crime of great penalty.

Because of its unpleasant connotation in the law, little has been publicly said about this first great
saving of combination. Since it is the first economy of trust management that proves itself to the manufac-
turer, promoters have spent little argument upon it. In the formation of most combinations, indeed, it has
induced the desire to combine long before the promoter has appeared. The American Tin Plate Company
first existed in the minds of the tin-plate producers, who had wearied of competition and appointed a com-
mittee to enlist the services of Judge William H. Moore, then famous for his successful organisation of the
National Biscuit Company. By a similar spontaneous movement among manufacturers the same promoter
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was asked, in 1900, to organise the American Sheet Steel Company. As this is the strongest and most
primitive cause of combination, the savings toward which it is directed deserve first attention. These econo-
mies are carefully to be distinguished from those which the public is usually asked to consider— economies
no more peculiar to the trust than to any form of large-scale production. They are par excellence the savings
of combination—savings in the marketing of product, resulting from restricted competition, as distinguished
from savings in the production of output, resulting from concentrated capital.

The Fixing of Prices

The control of prices is as truly the chief aim of the modern incorporated trust as it was the sole aim of those
earlier loose combinations which the law has branded illegal conspiracies. The object of every combination
is to fix the price at the point which will yield to the producer the greatest profit—not necessarily the greatest
profit on each article produced, but always the greatest profit on entire business. To restrict the supply until
the demand will determine the price at this point is the elementary principle of combination. The National
Salt Company immediately on its formation divided the producing districts of New York, Ohio, Michigan,
Kansas, and Texas into departments, and of the thirty-six plants in the business shut down six. The Distill-
ers’ and Cattle Feeders’ Trust shut down all but ten or twelve of its eighty distilleries, and in order to keep the
owners from re-entering the business paid them, for five years, managers’ salaries of $300 per month,
whether their mills were operated or not, and a ground-rent for their distilling properties of six per cent on
their appraised value. On the other hand, the Standard Oil Company, instead of diminishing the supply, has
equalised demand and supply by stimulating the demand for the products of petroleum. The contrast be-
tween these two policies is of vital importance to the consumer. The policy of enlarging the demand, pursued
by the Standard Oil Company, has brought about a steady reduction in the price. The policy of the Distillers’
and Cattle Feeders’ Trust, which has been followed to less extreme lengths by many combinations, has been
either to raise prices to an unsteady height or to maintain them firmly at the level which yielded a fair profit
before the combination. In such trust-made products as whiskey, sugar, tin-plate, sheet-iron, and wire, com-
bination has not yet made the price lower to the consumer. So long as prices are about what they should be
in a season of good-natured competition, it might seem that the consumer and the manufacturer were getting
each an equal benefit from the situation. In this illusion lies the whole charm of combination. To his own
normal profits, the manufacturer in the combination can add others attracted from middlemen and secondary
producers; and the consumer, who is none the wiser so long as he can buy at the old price, remains contented.

The Improved Position in Bargaining: The Factor System

The disadvantage under which the manufacturer deals with the jobber in the period of competition has
already been described. “Under the old system,” said Mr. Gates, explaining before the Industrial Commis-
sion the reason for forming the American Steel and Wire Company, “a merchant might quibble with half a
dozen manufacturers, and there might be some one particular manufacturer that he would treat fairly, so that
he would feel that he had a port in a storm. In the commercial term, men claim shortage, make unreasonable
demands, and we do not find these demands to exist to any such extent as they did before. They claimed a
shortage, for instance, of five kegs of nails or five spools of wire, and if we accepted their statement, we had
to fight it out with the railroad company. We had a check, and we thought we knew we were correct, and now
we are pretty apt to be firm.” The first result of consolidation has been to stop long credits and dilatory
payments, and to hold jobbers strictly to the letter of their contracts. The American Steel and Wire Company
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reduced the percentage of loss from bad debts from one-half of one per cent to one-twenty-fifth of one per
cent. During the year 1890 the United States Rubber Company, doing a business of $28,000,000, lost less
than $1,000 by bad debts: the loss before consolidation by the separate companies on that volume of busi-
ness would have averaged over $100,000.

Besides correcting the former disadvantage under which the manufacturer dealt with the jobber, an-
other frequent result of combination is completely to give the manufacturer the advantage by some form of
factor system. In some manner or other, every trust seeks to dominate the wholesale trade. The General
Aristo Company, which controls the manufacture of photographic paper in the United States, offers its
goods to the trade at a discount of fifteen per cent., with an added discount of twelve per cent to dealers who
sign a statement presented every four months declaring that they have not “bought, sold, carried in stock, or
disposed of, either directly or indirectly, any collodion print-ing-out or gelatine printing-out, bromide, or
developing-out papers, other than those manufactured by the General Aristo Company’s factories.” The
Eastman Kodak Company refuses to sell to a customer who carries also the goods of its competitors. The
Pittsburg Plate Glass Company, which produces seventy-two and one-half per cent of the plate glass in the
United States, has achieved by similar methods an extraordinary control over the whole business. Before the
consolidation, the National Plate Glass Jobbers’ Association had regulated prices for both consumer and
manufacturer. To break the power of this association, the company invested $4,000,000 in a jobbing branch
of its business and opened warehouses in seventeen cities. Having mastered the trade, the company divided
the jobbers into “A” buyers and “B” buyers: the former, doing business on a large scale, were allowed to buy
in stock sheets at preferential prices; the latter, carrying small stocks, were obliged to buy in cut sizes at
higher prices. Certain sorts of cut sizes and stock sheets could be imported at a price from ten to fifty per cent
cheaper than domestic prices: but as some sizes could be obtained only from the trust, and as the trust offered
a rebate of five per cent payable at the end of the year to those who observed its terms and prices, the market
was firmly in the control of the Pittsburg Plate Glass Company. The American Tobacco Company and the
Continental Tobacco Company, which together control eighty per cent of the trade, are said to retain their
hold by secret arrangements with tobacco jobbers and wholesale grocers: a profit of two cents a pound was
at one time allowed, with a further discount of three per cent to all dealers who agreed to exclude the plug
tobacco of new concerns, the new brands of old concerns, and all goods of certain designated old-established
companies. In the factor system proper, the same principle is extended to the point of naming the price at
which the jobber must sell to the retailer. At an interval of from one to six months the jobber makes affidavit
that he has observed the prices and has sold only the goods of the trust: as the sole profits of his business he
receives a percentage in rebates. This scheme originated in the sugar trade and has been followed in the
selling of soap and baking powders. The Distilling and Cattle Feeding Company allowed its large distribut-
ers and rectifiers a rebate on spirits of two cents a gallon, and at stated intervals granted wholesalers who had
sold only the goods of the company an additional rebate of five cents a gallon. Because of the stronger
position from which it bargains with the wholesaler, the combination is assured at the outset a considerable
share of the middleman’s profits. The consumer, be it noted, feels in no way harmed: and, strange to say, the
middleman, who is most affected, welcomes the factor system as a grateful relief from competition. The cost
to the community and to the wholesale trade of the competition among jobbers is enormous. Somewhere
between the distiller and the consumer of whiskeys, $40,000,000 used to be lost for this cause. A similar loss
in the sugar trade induced the wholesalers, through their association, to beg the American Sugar Refining
Company to adopt the factor system. The president of the American Grocers’ Association, discussing the
arrangement before the Industrial Commission, strongly favored its adoption, not only as regards sugar but
also as regards any commodity so uniform in quantity that special brands have little influence in fixing the
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price. Without such a system, he added, the wholesalers must handle such goods at a loss. An economy so
harmless to the consumer and so satisfactory to the middleman deserves first place among the savings of
combination.

The Savings in the Sale of Output: Less Travelling Men and Concentration of
Advertising

Akin to this economy is the saving which combination makes possible in selling the output. In those trades
which formerly were most distraught by competition, this saving is most notable. The Distilling Company of
America was able to dispense with three hundred travelling salesmen, and thereby to save annually $1,000,000.
The United States Rubber Company saved twenty-five per cent in the expenses of its salesmen, and the
American Steel and Wire Company found it sufficient to retain only fifteen or twenty out of nearly three
hundred travelling men. As the work of the commercial traveller is less important under a regime of combi-
nation, fewer highly paid men need be employed. The National Salt Company has taken in thirty per cent of
its salesmen and given them other employment. The Royal Baking Powder Company has found it profitable
to replace salesmen, who used to be paid $3,000, with men whom it pays $18 a week. Ten firms, when
combined, can each dispense with its travelling men and be represented by a few salesmen for the entire
combination. Similarly ten firms, each of which advertises monthly in the magazines, prints colored pictures
for retail dealers, paints billboards and buildings and rocks throughout the country, and designs attractive
packages, when combined may confine their efforts to two or three brands and effect quite as many sales. In
this lay the chief economy of the International Silver Company, which manufactured sixty per cent of the
plated silverware of the country: many brands were discontinued, while the popular “Rogers 1847" brand
was pushed more vigorously than ever. The experience of most trusts confirms the wisdom of advertising
with increased persistence the few lines that have proved most popular. The American Chicle Company
finds its most valuable asset in the trademarks of its most advertised chewing-gums. The National Biscuit
Company owes its success to its vigorous advertising of Uneeda Biscuit and In-Er-Seal package. When the
goods are staple and the consumer merely needs to know where to buy, a combination may almost eliminate
the expense of advertising and of travelling men. But where a need must be awakened or a consumer per-
suaded that a particular brand is best, an increased advertising of a few selected lines is the best policy: the
American Tin Plate Company and the American Steel and Wire Company have in this manner found it
profitable to retain an advertising agency to push their roofing and fencing.

The Economical Adaptation of Demand and Supply

Another economy in large-scale marketing comes from adapting the stock of the manufacturer to the needs
of the buyer. Before the organisation of the American Thread Company, which produces one-third of the
sewing-thread of the United States, each concern had advertised heavily, had sent out large numbers of
travelling salesmen, maintained stores throughout the country, and was obliged to carry in stock one hun-
dred different kinds, colors, and numbers. The trust reduced the advertising, dismissed a third of the sales-
men, united all the stores in each city, and by assigning to each mill a special line was able to cut down the
stocks one-half. The International Silver Company has attained a similar result by reducing the number of its
warehouse-stores from fifteen to five. The United States Rubber Company has effected an equation of
supply and demand by carrying in its warehouses less stock. In all these cases the expenses of interest,
insurance, storage, and shop-work charges have been reduced. In the whiskey business, on the other hand,
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this balancing of supply and demand requires the Distilling Company of America to carry all the leading
qualities in stock, so as to supply every demand of its customers and to secure trade which otherwise would
be lost. The company has so extended its stock that its customers may supply themselves not only with
alcohol, spirits, and standard corn whiskeys, but also with the choicer brands of rye whiskeys, without
leaving the establishment. Because of its stock, and its ability to supply its customers at any time with all the
sugar they may require, the American Sugar Refining Company is frequently able to get one-sixteenth of a
cent more per pound than its competitors.

The Concentration of Capital in Large-Scale Production

Such are the savings in the marketing of product —par excellence the savings of combination— which
result from restricted competition, as distinguished from savings in production arising from concentrated
capital. These latter economies, common to every form of large-scale production, whether or no it restrict
competition, remain to be considered. The manufacture and the selling of commodities, even in a small
factory, are operations difficult to separate. In the great manufacturing trust, where the interplay of produc-
tion and of marketing is more intricate, the task is even harder. Yet there seems to be a line of distinction.
The economies already described are in marketing, and are obtainable only by a combination to suppress
competition. The economies about to be considered are in production. A very few, as will first be shown,
result from the restriction of competition; but the greater number arise from the efficient aggregation of
capital in a single plant.

The Opportunities for Borrowing: “Chains of Banks”

In the mere cost of producing its output a combination of mills, as compared with a single plant producing on
a large scale, obtains a distinct advantage. In the making of goods, the trust must bargain for the service of
employees and of money-lenders with the same care that it buys raw material and sells its product. By the
financial standing of its directors and its sheer monopoly strength, it may form alliances with banks and
obtain lower interest rates on its commercial paper and on its long-time funded loans.

The Standard Oil Company, together with the Amalgamated Copper Company and certain other trusts
in which Mr. Rockefeller and his associates are interested, derives extraordinary advantage from its finan-
cial alliance with two chains of New York banks. As this particular advantage of combination is rather
recent, it deserves explanation. By the natural concentration which for a generation has been going on in the
banking business, the National City Bank of New York has become closely connected with fifty or sixty
other institutions in different parts of the country, and in New York has become head of eleven or twelve
banks and trust companies. Identified with this chain of banks are the Second National Bank, the United
States Trust Company, the leading officials of the New York Life Insurance Company, and the banking-
house of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Associated with these interests is another chain of banks, headed by the Hanover
National Bank and including the Trust Company of America and the Union Trust Company. About ten years
ago the Rockefeller interests secured control of the National City Bank: so that to-day they influence within
New York City alone $108,000,000 of banking capital, $474,000,000 of deposits, and $323,000,000 of
loans. Similar alliances are available to the industrial trusts controlled by J. P. Morgan & Co. Within its
chain of institutions the Morgan interest numbers the First National Bank, the Chase National Bank, the
Manhattan Trust Company, the National Bank of Commerce, the Morton Trust Company, the Western
National Bank, the Equitable Trust Company, the Mutual Life Insurance Company, and the Equitable Life
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Assurance Company. These combined institutions influence a banking capital of $97,000,000, deposits exceed-
ing $472,000,000, and loans aggregating $327,000,000. The advantage to borrowers among the trusts in which
the Standard Oil people and the banking-house of J. P. Morgan & Co. are interested may readily be imagined.
Together, these two alliances have at their disposal nearly one-half of the banking capital of New York City. Not
only are they ready at a moment’s notice to loan millions and to undertake any vast enterprise for the favored
trusts, but by their preponderance in the money market they are able to force the rivals of the trust to borrow at
disadvantageous rates. The concentration of banking interests is for the most part due to the organisation of trusts
in manufacturing industry. The offensive and defensive alliance between the trusts and the banking institutions,
which is most conspicuous in the Rockefeller and in the Morgan interests, appears with greater or less distinctness
wherever there is industrial combination.

The Improved Position in Dealing with Labour

By its preponderant influence in the business, the trust has an enormous advantage in its dealings with combined
labour. In 1899 during the smelters’ strike in Colorado, the American Smelting and Refining Company closed the
mills in which the strikers had been employed and transferred the work to its other mills: the effect was immedi-
ately to break the strike. The United States Steel Corporation had similar success in 1901 with the Amalgamated
Association of Iron and Steel Workers. In the renewed labour contracts, between the association and the union
mills of the American Sheet Steel Company, the association demanded that the scale be extended to all the mills
of the company. This was refused, and on July 15th 75,000 men quit work in the mills of the sheet steel, steel
hoop, and tin-plate companies. Had the association been dealing with competing employers, each eager to keep
his mills running and to get the orders which his recalcitrant rivals could not accept, its demands would soon have
been granted. During that same year, the members of the International Association of Machinists had played
upon the mutual distrust of their employers and had obtained the nine-hour day. The United States Steel Corpo-
ration, however, with its solid resistance and its immense defence fund, filled its orders from other mills, and
before fall completely broke the strike. When workmen are not entirely organised throughout an industry, the
advantage of combination over smaller enterprise is of first importance. Strange as it may seem, however, this
apparent menace to organised labour is not regarded by the leaders of the strongest unions as really ominous. Mr.
Burns, former president of the Wall Paper Association, testifying before the Industrial Commission, declared the
trust to be an aid to the union. Before the National Wall Paper Company was organised, the separate concerns
were closed two or three months of every year. As soon as the trust was formed the union, which included nearly
all the skilled workers, demanded an increase of working time to eleven months. This demand was granted; and
by subsequent concessions the union has been granted an increase of wages and employment for the full year. Mr.
Burns believed that employees who were thoroughly organised derived a decided advantage from dealing with a
trust: and that in the savings of combination the employees found opportunities for self-advancement greater than
before. Generally speaking, these feelings of goodwill have been reciprocated by trust managers. The officials of
the Standard Oil Company have long been outspoken in their support of trade unions. The policy of the United
States Steel Corporation has been to allow the constituent companies to deal with organised labour as they chose:
accordingly, the National Steel Company, the American Steel Hoop Company, the American Tin Plate Com-
pany, and the Federal Steel Company, though they do not employ union men exclusively, treat regularly with the
Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers and observe the Amalgamated scale of wages. What-
ever be the feelings between the trusts and the labour unions, a singular industrial peace has been secured by
combination. Estimated as an item in the cost of production, this saving is enormous.
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The Advantage in Buying Raw Materials

But the most exploited—if not the most important—advantage of large-scale bargaining is in buying sup-
plies. The American Sugar Refining Company, being the principal purchaser of raw sugar, can not only
select the best markets, but can also depress the price one-sixteenth of a cent per pound. The Standard Oil
Company, being the chief buyer of crude petroleum and the owner of the pipe-lines through which it must
pass, has brought the price of crude oil to a firm level. The American Thread Company saves at least five per
cent by buying all its cotton supplies in large quantities through one officer and having it shipped to the
different mills. The greatest problem of large-scale production under present conditions is to secure a certain
supply of raw material. In the accomplishing of this result lies the first advantage of the United States Steel
Corporation. Through its control of the Lake Superior and the northwestern Minnesota ores, a mixture
suitable for any purpose may be obtained. It already owns half the coke supply of the United States; and, by
its fleet of 112 boats on the great lakes, is assured a constant flow of ore toward its furnaces. The mere size
of a trust, as appears from the relations that till lately existed between the trunk lines and the Chicago meat
packers, is sufficient to induce railroads to grant concessions in speedy delivery, car supply, and free storage
on the track. Because of the size of its orders for material, a trust is spared the vexatious delays of a small
buyer. In a time of increasing demand the small buyer is frequently obliged to wait, regardless of the terms
of his contract, until the orders of his larger rivals are supplied. During the recent rise of bituminous coal the
large buyers, protected by long contracts, suffered no inconvenience, while the small buyers not only had
difficulty getting any coal, but also were compelled to pay the full advance in current prices.

Improved Processes and Superintendence

Turning now to savings in manufacture, as distinguished from savings in bargaining, one finds in the trust
the classic economies of production on a large scale. By running only the best plants and by using the best
processes and machinery, the Distilling Company of America has raised the yield of high whiskeys for each
bushel of corn from three and one-half gallons to four and three-quarters—a yield at present one-half gallon
greater than the average for all the distilleries of the country. By distributing its refineries in strategic loca-
tions, at Bayonne, N. J., and at Whiting, Ind., the Standard Oil Company secures not only economy in
transportation charges, but also the advantages of cheaper land, of labour, and of fuel. Careful experimenta-
tion in processes has enabled the company to reduce the cost of refining, and to utilise the residuum in the
manufacture of nearly two hundred byproducts. During the last ten years, while dividends have ranged from
twelve to forty-eight per cent, half the profits of the Standard Company have been owing to these savings
alone. The American Steel and Wire Company, by doing away with the official organisation of the constitu-
ent companies, was able to save the salaries of half its highly paid officers.

The opportunity for better superintendence should be, on principle, greatest in the industrial trust. The
National Salt Company, in order to keep in close contact with the trade and to avoid dealing with conditions
a thousand miles away, has divided the producing districts into departments, and with a few general instruc-
tions from the central office allows each to conduct its business in its own way. Every day each district
reports its sales, and once a month the books are closed and a statement prepared showing what has been
made or lost and where and how. By “rubbing the records of the different managers together”—in the phrase
of the president of the company—the accounts of the different plants are closely compared and good results
obtained. A similar method was followed in the Carnegie Company, and is being followed in the United
States Steel Corporation. No matter how small the steel plant, it requires a skilled smelter, a skilled engineer,
a chemist, and a draftsman. By consolidating and by adopting the same methods in all the mills, the United
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States Steel Corporation has made one chief chemist and one chief engineer do the work of several. Among
the executive offices it has achieved still greater results. Following the Carnegie example, every superin-
tendent receives, in addition to his salary, a percentage based on his profits or output or quality or whatever
is most important to develop in his department. If there are three open-hearth departments in the same
works, managers are placed at the head of each and pitted against one another, so that the best processes may
be evolved. After the formation of the Glucose Sugar Refining Company, the manager of the best of its
mills—the only one that before the consolidation had made reasonable profits—found so many new ideas
from the other five mills in the trust that he greatly increased its efficiency. The president of the American
and the Continental Tobacco Companies declares that their greatest advantage comes from this interchange
of ideas.

The Continuous Operation of Mills: The Distribution of Orders

There are still other economies of large-scale production which find striking illustration in the modern trust.
Mr. Havemeyer regards the greatest saving of the American Sugar Refining Company to be the continuous
operation of the best plants at full capacity. All but six or seven of the refineries that entered the combination
were shut down and dismantled. The savings effected by running these six or seven at full capacity are as
high as one-eighth of a cent per pound. If there be a slackening in the demand, the output is reduced in the
Brooklyn refinery alone. Through the operation of this refinery, the best equipped and most skilfully manned
in the combination, the supply of sugar is fitted to the demand of the market. From day to day its output is
watched, and every method is employed for preventing waste: the total loss from reduction of output is thus
confined to a single refinery; whereas, under separate management, the loss would affect every plant in the
business. In similar fashion, by continuously operating fewer mills instead of running all its mills half time,
the United States Rubber Company saves from four to eight per cent in the cost of production. Another
economy is the better distribution of product among the different mills in the combination. Before the or-
ganisation of the American Steel Hoop Company each mill, in order to meet the demand for various shapes
and sizes, had to keep on hand a great variety of rolls. In filling large orders of many varieties, furthermore,
considerable time was lost by stopping the mill in order to change the rolls. After the combination was
formed, each mill produced only certain sizes. When a large order was received, it was distributed to the
mills producing the required varieties. By the increased efficiency of working on a single product, and by the
saving in the time previously lost in changing, at least one dollar extra profit accrued on each ton of product.
A notable economy in the same direction was accomplished also by the United States Steel Corporation. The
National Steel Company had been making rails at Youngstown, although the Federal Steel Company was
better suited for the distribution of rails, and the Lorain Steel Company for their manufacture because of its
proximity to the ores. As soon as the combination was effected, steel rails were made solely by the mills best
suited to making them, and the works at Youngstown devoted to another line of manufacture. By a similar
specialisation and adaptation of workmen and superintendents to particular departments, and by a larger use
of special machinery, as much as twenty per cent has been saved by the United States Rubber Company in
the manufacture of rubber goods.
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The Strategic Location of Mills

Still another economy, which has lately become conspicuous in the manufacturing industry, is the strategic
location of mills. The ultimate goal of industrial development would seem to be the dispersion of manufac-
turing businesses according to the situation of the markets. Before the formation of the American Steel and
Wire Company, the wire business in its efforts to meet the consumer in his own territory had distributed
itself over ten States, from Massachusetts to Washington. By supplying the buyers of its products from its
nearest mill, the American Steel and Wire Company saved cross-freights exceeding $500,000 in a year.
Similar reasons have caused the plants of the American Sugar Refining Company to be distributed in six
States, from Louisiana to California, the American Car and Foundry Company to locate in seven States, the
Continental Tobacco Company to manufacture in six States, the American Tin Plate Company to be repre-
sented in five States, and the Republic Iron and Steel Company to scatter its plants from Minnesota to
Alabama. By this strategic distribution of its mills each trust has attained a considerable saving in cross-
freights. The Standard Oil Company, whose experience in this particular is most valuable, has found it
economical to operate refineries in different sections of the country, one group to supply the East from
Bayonne and another to supply the West from Whiting. Every business whose output is heavy or bulky is
deeply concerned with this item of efficiency. In the salt industry from thirty to sixty per cent of the price of
the product represents the cost of the freight. Indeed, before the National Salt Company was formed the
freight often exceeded the value of the salt at the place of production. By stopping the attempt of the separate
concerns to get business outside their natural territory, and by supplying the consumer from the works most
convenient to him, the trust has effected an enormous saving.

The Two Tests of Trusts

By their economies in the marketing and in the manufacture of their products the industrial trusts must be
judged. From the industrial standpoint, by witnesses on every hand, the trust, movement would seem justi-
fied. Prima facie, these economies are both real and legitimate. The prevention of ruinous competition and
of industrial war, the saving of enormous sums which vain competition among middlemen is everywhere
losing between producer and consumer, the economy to the manufacturer of large-scale bargaining with his
banker, with his employees, and with producers of raw material, and, finally, the usual economies of produc-
tion on a large scale—all these savings show the new form of business organisation to be more economical,
and consequently to be more efficient than the old. Whatever tends to make the trust an enduring form of
industrial organisation appears in one or another of these savings of combination. But there is another side to
the shield. Industrially, any particular trust must fail unless it assembles sufficient economies to compose an
advantage over competing concerns which it supplants: whether the present trusts have accomplished or can
accomplish this must first be inquired. Politically, the interests of the consumer, of the competitor, of the
investor, and of the State overshadow mere perfection in industrial efficiency: unless the present trusts can
show that practical monopoly is shorn of its mediaeval terrors, they must be destroyed like so many eco-
nomic Frankensteins. These two tests, as will soon appear, expose the entire extent of evil in the trust
situation.



Chapter Three: The Evils of Practical Monopoly
The evils of practical monopoly—it is commonplace to say—are the obverse of the savings of combination.
Were this statement a merely rhetorical figure, the task of this chapter would be easier. But, unfortunately,
this analogy is all too perfect: the very warp and woof of trust economy, that produces on the fair side a
splendid show of industrial efficiency, on the wrong side presents in the same weft an array of industrial
dangers. The preceding chapter, dealing with the fair side, has perhaps suggested that beneath there is an-
other and a seamier side: saving in salesmen’s salaries, from the opposite point of view, is discharge and
distress of the commercial travellers. In their effect, the very savings of combination are among the evils
which the popular mind associates with the trust. At the outset, accordingly, the characteristics of trusts
described as savings of combination must stand inquiry, and prove themselves socially and politically as
harmless as they are industrially efficient.

The Evils That Lurk in the Savings of Combination

These savings in order of importance are, first of all, savings in marketing—par excellence the savings of
combination—and, second, savings in production. The first class of economies, which distinguishes the
combination and is original with it, might naturally be supposed, being the newer of the two, to be most
deplored in its ultimate effects. Among this class, it will be remembered, are the economies effected by
control of output and of prices, by the factor system, by the reduction in cost of selling, and by bargaining on
a large scale. Among the second class, on the other hand, are all the savings of large-scale production famil-
iar in manufacturing since factories were first built. Strange as it may seem, the outcry against trusts has been
indiscriminately against the effects of both sorts of savings: and, so far as it has been articulate, has been
bitterest against those savings which factory and large-scale production have for generations familiarised
and justified.

The evils attributable to the particular form of organisation assumed by modern trusts must be left to
another chapter. The evils which the trusts by the fact of their practical monopoly have brought into the
world lie behind their savings of combination. Most of these evils, indeed, are potential. The consumer, as
already has appeared, has not generally been forced to pay higher prices than during former seasons of good-
natured competition: and the middleman, in several instances it has been shown, has eagerly welcomed the
business security which only a dominating trust can offer him. The traditional terrors of monopoly—the
regrating, the forestalling, and the engrossing of the market— which mediaeval statutes attacked are not
conspicuous in the trusts of to-day. Beneath the surface, however, and inbred in their nature these evils, we
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are told, still persist. They are inherent in practical monopoly, flowing from the same causes that effect
practical monopoly. They grow out of the very economies that are the strength of the trusts. Subsisting on
this strength they grow dangerous with it—so the accusation concludes—and can only be cured by destroy-
ing the essential strength of the trusts.

The Control of Output and of Prices

Control of output and of prices has been seen to be the first aim of combination. So distinguishing a trait is
it that a trust can best be defined as a combination which has attained this result. The United States Steel
Corporation controlling sixty-five or seventy-five per cent of the steel industry of the United States, the
American Sugar Refining Company selling ninety per cent of the sugar output, the United States Rubber
Company handling fifty-five or sixty per cent of the rubber trade, the American Tin Plate Company control-
ling ninety per cent of the business, the American Steel and Wire Company producing seventy-five per cent
of the output, the Standard Oil Company refining eighty-five per cent of the oil, the International Paper
Company producing sixty-five per cent of the news-print paper, and the whiskey combinations, at one time
or another, controlling ninety-five per cent of the distilling business of the United States—all these exercise
a substantial control of output: they have that practical monopoly which characterises the trust. Their ability
at any moment to withdraw from the market, or to throw into the market such a preponderant part of the
output, gives them power, within certain wide limits, to fix the price. For years the Standard Oil Company
has announced from day to day the price at which it would buy crude oil, and the price at which it would sell
the refined: and this price has been the market price followed by its competitors. In similar fashion, the
American Sugar Refining Company first posts the prices for the day, which are generally followed by its
competitors. By their control of the market, and by the superior position from which they can bargain with
the trade, the trusts have fixed prices at a point remunerative to the manufacturer. So far, so good: such was
their saving by combination; but are they not likely to raise prices above the fair mark? does not the saving
of combination threaten an evil to the consumer?

The practice of the present trusts is familiar. They have effected large savings in marketing and in
manufacture and, by maintaining prices only slightly above competitive rates, have lulled the apprehensions
of the consumer. The Industrial Commission, in an elaborate report, has presented the results of this prac-
tice. The cost of manufacture plus the item of profit being represented as the “margin,” a table of sugar
prices shows that the American Sugar Refining Company immediately upon its formation increased the
“margin,” lowered it during the Spreckels competition, raised it with the new combination, lowered it during
the Arbuckle combination, and subsequently raised it. The chart of spirits prices during the combinations in
the distilling business is still more fluctuating. The Pitts-burg Plate Glass Company, by the admission of its
president, raised prices sixty per cent. Combination in the steel business, the Commission found, had not
been able materially to raise prices because of the conditions of the wholesale trade. In a period of demand
the middlemen call for more than they need, and prices rise to an unjustified height, As soon as an over-
supply is threatened, prices fall lower than market conditions would justify. The effect of the United States
Steel Corporation has been rather to prevent these abnormal fluctuations than to change the general average
of prices. As Mr. Schwab explained, the company has not sufficient control of the output to fix prices in a
period of depression; but when demand is great and mills are running full, it can steady prices and produc-
tion and fix the rate beyond which none can go. In the case of the typical trusts, such as the Standard Oil
Company, the American Tin Plate Company, and the American Steel and Wire Company, the margin has
been steadily maintained, the price of the finished product diminishing only according tb the cost of the raw
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materials; or else has been very gradually lowered. A similar steadying of prices has been effected by the
International Paper Company and the National Salt Company. The practice that proved ruinous to the early
combinations in the whiskey trade caused the ruin of the National Cordage Company, at a time when it
controlled seventy per cent of the entire business. “The general results of the study,” the Commission con-
cludes, “show that in most cases the combination has exerted an appreciable power over prices, and in
practically all cases it has increased the ‘margin’ between raw materials and finished products. Since there is
reason to believe that the cost of production over a period of years has lessened, the conclusion is inevitable
that the combinations have been able to increase their profits.” Accepting as the true tendency of the trust
that practice which has been most successfully followed, and disregarding as containing its own ruin the
fatuous policy of exorbitant and fluctuating prices, the chance of harm that may lurk in the control of prices
will now be considered.

The Ever-Present Possibility of Competition

The harm apprehended in this control of prices is stated thus: The combination may so frighten would-be
competitors out of investing capital in rival enterprises that eventually the combination may charge more
than former competitive rates among small manufacturers. To build and thoroughly equip for competition a
steel plant requires a capital of $2,000,000; if the risk of acute competition were great, such an enterprise
might prove difficult. Nevertheless, the Industrial Commission found that no business was in less danger of
monopoly than the steel business. Many independent steel manufacturers, indeed, declared that the United
States Steel Corporation is a positive benefit to them. In most industries an efficient competing concern can
be established with much less capital. A cordage factory with a capital of $200,000 can do a successful
business; a sugar refinery of $1,500,000 capital may hope to compete with the trust; a distillery operated on
$1,000,000 forced the reorganisation of the American Spirits Manufacturing Company; and a concern own-
ing two small salt-wells compelled the sale of a special plant of the National Salt Company. Leading officers
of the wall-paper and of the cordage combinations have stated that independent manufacturers, who show in
their business an equal amount of intelligence and energy, can hold their own against the combination;
having at different times occupied both positions, these men may speak from experience. “It seems to be
reasonably well established,” says the Industrial Commission, “that when attempts are made to organise
combinations in lines of manufacture where a comparatively small capital is needed to start in the industry,
or where the success is not dependent upon brands, saving in cross-freights or similar advantages, the com-
bination is less likely to prove successful than the smaller establishment.” So long as monopolistic control is
absent, in businesses like the steel manufacture which require great capital, and so long as competing enter-
prise is easy to start, in businesses where trust control is most conspicuous, there is little danger that the
would-be competitor—having once seen the vision of unusual profits—will be frightened away from the
business.

When he once enters the field—as the experience of the whiskey and the cordage combinations shows—
there is quick relief from exorbitant prices. Eighteen months, in the instance of the Wire Nail Pool of 1895,
sufficed competitors for providing facilities to break the market. Two years of exorbitant prices for sugar
brought upon the American Sugar Refining Company, in 1889, the ruinous competition of Claus Spreckels.
Speaking from a particularly illuminating experience, General McNulta, receiver of the Distilling and Cattle
Feeding Company, testified before the Industrial Commission: “I do not regard all these industrial trusts
dangerous, as some people do, because I do not think it is possible for them to exist and hold up prices for
any long period of time, as in the case of this distilling company, and as it would be in any enterprise that can
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be started with a small amount of capital. As I said to you a while ago, they may start a trust and buy up a
hundred or two hundred distilleries or factories in any other industry, but the only way they can keep them in
operation is by keeping the cost of production below what it can be kept by small concerns. The moment
they reach out for more than a reasonable profit on the cost of production, that moment other plants will be
created faster than any trust can buy them up.” The power that comes with the control of output, of price, and
of the market is considerable; but it is only such power as naturally accrues to the leading concern in any
industry. In the persistence with which competition against a trust continues, in the quickness with which
that competition increases when opportunity for profit under unusual prices appears, and in the ever-present
possibility of competition which meets a trust at every turn in its policy, lie the safeguards against the abuse
of this great power.

The Treatment of Labour

Conspicuous among the economies of trust management were found the familiar savings of large-scale
production. Concentration in large plants, improved superintendence, distribution of product among various
mills, continuous operation of factories, elimination of bad debts, reduction of stock carried on hand, sav-
ings in the expense of salesmen and of advertising—all these economies, it has been seen, are present in any
plant producing on a large scale, and accordingly are met with in industrial trusts. The hardship which these
savings entail is sometimes considerable. The president of the Travelling Men’s Protective Association has
estimated that the trusts have thrown out of employment 35,000 salesmen and reduced one-third the salaries
of 25,000 others. Under competition, salesmen were needed to push the goods, but under combination this
necessity is not felt. Naturally this policy of economy arouses great hostility among those affected by its
operation. Such disaffection, however, belongs with the opposition of sailing-masters to steamships, and of
stage-coach drivers to railroads. Industrial organisation, like transportation, can accomplish the greatest
good for the community only by developing the greatest economies; and those unfortunates who depend for
their living on a dispensable branch of industry must be sacrificed for the benefit of the rest. The substitution
of factory machinery for hand-tools familiarised the community with this process a hnudred years ago.
Subsequent events have reconciled the most sympathetic observer of these individual misfortunes to the
ultimate wisdom of their cause. Regarding the similar though less widespread effects which the trusts by
their economies of large-scale production have brought about, the same judgment must be passed.

The danger with which the trust is said to threaten its employees has not been borne out by the facts.
“The evidence before the Commission,” to quote its report, “indicates that the great majority of the combi-
nations recognise trade unions and deal with their representatives in fixing the wage-scale and conditions of
labour.” Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labour, thinks it possible for trade
unions to organise as thoroughly as the trusts, and to resist without difficulty any encroachment of capital.
The belief that organised labour can secure its proper share of any saving that may accrue from combination
has elsewhere been mentioned. On the whole evidence, the trade unions have good reason to be favourable
to the trusts. The Distillers’ and Cattle Feeders’ Trust, immediately on its formation, in 1887, raised the
wages of its employees. The American Sugar Refining Company increased wages. The Standard Oil Com-
pany, which in the entire history of its business has never had a strike, pays to its 35,000 employees standard
wages, and to those in responsible positions very high salaries, and very recently has begun a system of
pensions. The American Tin Plate Company raised wages fifteen per cent, the American Steel and Wire
Company increased its wages as high as forty per cent, and the International Silver Company advanced
wages from five to ten per cent. The common practice among trusts of discharging unnecessary officers, of
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lowering the salaries of those retained in less responsible positions, and of raising the wages in the common
employments is well shown in the case of the Federal Steel Company. During the years of 1898 and 1899
there was an increase of over four per cent in the number of officers and clerks, and a decrease of about six
per cent in their pay. Throughout the works, there was an average increase of wages amounting to eleven per
cent; the common labourers were advanced sixteen per cent, while the high officers and clerks at headquar-
ters were reduced. “So far,” says the Industrial Commission, “there seems to be no indication that the com-
binations are attempting to lower the wages of workingmen. The attention of the Commission has not been
called to a single instance of an attempt on the part of the combinations to reduce wages generally. In fact,
the combinations have apparently raised wages as willingly as individuals and given their employees privi-
leges of all kinds with no more hesitation. The investigation made by the Department of Labour, at the
request of the Industrial Commission, shows that combinations have raised wages slightly more than other
employers of labour in the same industry. These records are somewhat incomplete, but indicate that up to the
present time combinations have dealt with their employees, so far as wages go, as fairly as the managers of
independent plants, or as the constituent members of the combination before its organisation.” The ultimate
effect of this redistribution of wages depends, of course, on the use to which it is put. The saving in the
salaries of superintendents and travelling men, it is certain, redounds in considerable measure to the general
industrial benefit by increased wages of the common labourers.

Dominance Through Trust-Bargaining

More serious possibilities of evil, as appeared in regard to control of output, of price and of market, lie in the
direction of trust-bargaining. As the chief purchaser of raw sugar, the American Sugar Refining Company
gets an advantage amounting to one-sixteenth of a cent per pound in selecting its markets. The American Tin
Plate Company and the American Steel Hoop Company, as large buyers of steel, get contracts at better rates
than smaller buyers. As the chief refiner and owner of the main pipe-lines, the Standard Oil Company, it has
been charged, can fix the price of crude oil to the detriment of the producer. In competing with smaller
pipelines the company has frequently paid premiums on oil until its rival was driven from the business, and
then has bought at a reduced price. Since 1895 the Seep Purchasing Agency, which buys for the Standard Oil
Company eighty per cent of the crude oil of Pennsylvania and Ohio, has fixed the price of petroleum in the
oil regions. But even its opponents admit that the variations in price, since 1895, have been due to the
amount of output and not to the arbitrary acts of the company. The service which the company has done,
furthermore, in steadying the price of its crude material at the point fixed by the world supply and demand
draws attention to a positive benefit of trust-bargaining. The experience of the sugar and the rubber combi-
nations— and more recently the action of the United States Steel Corporation in lowering the price of Lake
Superior iron ore $1.25 per ton—shows that the larger trusts find it to their interest and within their power in
large measure to prevent speculative advances and reductions in the prices of raw materials. In many indus-
tries, as in cordage and sugar, the speculative element in the price of raw material is the chief factor deter-
mining profit and the price of the finished product. Far from being an evil, any steadying influence which
can restrain this fluctuation, by the testimony of the manufacturers independent of the trusts, advances the
general interests of the trade and of the consumer.
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Competition by Destructive Prices

From the standpoint of its competitors, the greatest evil ascribed to the combination is the cutting of prices
in local markets for the purpose of driving out rivals. This practice—described frequently as a “destructive
method of competition,” and in many of the recently proposed anti-trust measures expressly forbidden—
was followed by the American Sugar Refining Company in its early days, and in its later competition with
the Arbuckle Brothers and the Doscher interests. The president of the National Salt Company frankly admits
that his policy is to sell low where there is competition, and to recoup off the general market. Such a policy,
he emphatically points out, is universal in business of every size wherever there is competition. His com-
pany, like most trusts, is everywhere beset by potential competition. Since there is not a town in the country
which his competitors cannot reach if they wish, he finds it impossible to raise prices in remote districts to
make up the loss in fighting competition. The practice of cuts in local markets has most frequently been
charged against the Standard Oil Company. The Industrial Commission went to the pains of collecting, from
5,000 retail dealers throughout the United States, the wholesale prices which they paid for oil. Since some
dealers bought in tank-cars and others in barrels or from local tank-stations and delivery wagons, the diver-
sities in transportation charges accentuated by differences in railway charges per ton-mile were consider-
able. While seeking new fields, moreover, the opponents of the Standard Oil Company frequently cut prices;
and in order to hold its market the trust was forced to follow with still lower prices. Allowing for all these
confusing elements, difficult to estimate in dollars and cents though clearly justified in the ethics of compe-
tition, the varying prices found by the Commission seem not unreasonable. Trusts have probably more than
once reduced prices in competitive markets while they maintained them elsewhere.

A similar charge may be brought against any large business. To denounce as an evil this common
practice of trade is to attack the basis of commercial order. The charge cannot better be answered than by the
words of a great English judge in one of the most important cases of modern times: “We are told that
competition ceases to be the lawful exercise of trade, and so to be a lawful excuse for what will harm
another, if carried to a length which is not fair or reasonable. The offering of reduced rates by the defendants
in the present case is said to be ‘unfair.’ This seems to assume that, apart from fraud, intimidation, molesta-
tion, or obstruction of some personal right there is some natural standard of ‘fairness’ or ‘reasonableness’ (to
be determined by the internal consciousness of judges and juries) beyond which competition ought not in
law to go. There seems to be no authority, and I think, with submission, that there is no sufficient reason for
such a proposition. It would impose a novel fetter upon trade. The defendants, we are told by the plaintiff’s
counsel, might lawfully lower rates provided they did not lower them beyond a ‘fair freight,’ whatever that
may mean. But where is it established that there is any such restriction upon commerce? And what is to be
the definition of a ‘fair freight’? It is said that it ought to be a normal rate of freight, such as is reasonably
remunerative to the shipowner. But over what period of time is the average of this reasonable remunerative-
ness to be calculated? All commercial men with capital are acquainted with the ordinary expedient of sow-
ing one year a crop of apparently unfruitful prices, in order by driving competition away to reap a fuller
harvest of profit in the future; and until the present argument at the bar, it may be doubted whether shipown-
ers or merchants were ever deemed by law to conform to some imaginary ‘normal’ standard of freights or
prices, or that law courts had a right to say to them, in respect of their competitive tariffs, ‘thus far shalt thou
go, and no farther.’ To attempt to limit English competition in this way would probably be as hopeless an
endeavor as the experiment of King Canute. But on ordinary principles of law no such fetter on freedom of
trade can in my opinion be waranted.”2
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Special Favours from the Railroads

The evil of freight discrimination, however, which has been attributed to many of the trusts, may fairly be
called a mode of “destructive competition.” “There can be no doubt,” says the Industrial Commission, “that
in early times special favours from railroads were a prominent factor, probably the most important factor, in
building up some of the largest combinations. The receipt of discriminating favours from railroads has been
conceded repeatedly by representatives of the combinations themselves.” Before the Interstate Commerce
Act of 1887, discriminations were not forbidden by statute. As was shown in an earlier chapter, the Standard
Oil Company availed itself, in those days of ruinous railway competition, to get discriminations from the
railroads. In no small degree, these special favours hastened the supremacy in the oil business. After the
passage of the Interstate Commerce Act, so far as the evidence before the Commission went, no direct
discrimination was proved. At the present time, concessions are made rather by manipulation of the freight
tariffs and classifications than by direct granting of special rebates. In the case of coffee, for instance,
different classifications prevail for the green and for the roasted berry. In the Official Classification of 1900,
the former was advanced by changes and the latter continued: the effect of which, as the Commission found,
was to prevent competition on the part of coffee roasters at local centres. The live-stock and dressed-beef
combinations, also, received from the railroads entering Chicago and Kansas City large sums as mileage for
the use of private stock and refrigerator cars. On a single line of roads between Chicago and an interior
Eastern point 470 miles distant the refrigerator-cars of three firms earned in nine months a mileage of
$72,945.97, or about $8,112 a month, or $100,000 a year. The sum which the railroads pay one another for
the use of such cars is six mills per mile; but the combination of shippers frequently exacts three-fourths of
a cent. The system of private cars arose out of the inability of the railroads to provide adequate facilities. At
the present time, President Callaway of the New York Central Railroad says that most roads would gladly
abolish the system; but so long as their competitors grant the privilege it must be accorded by all. In a time
when public opinion, the law, and the most enlightened railway economy denies the necessity of discrimina-
tion, one can heartily agree with the Commission in saying that “the effect of such discriminations upon the
rivals of the combination is self-evident: the injustice of the practice can scarcely be exaggerated, and war-
rants the most earnest efforts to suppress it.” Every tendency toward the consolidation of railroads renders
them more independent of the industrial trusts; and an encouraging sign of the times is the stand the railways
are taking against practices which, a generation ago, they themselves originated.

The Effect on the Development of Talent

The last evil attributed to the trusts is that they close the opportunity for independent management of busi-
ness, and thus weaken the moral fibre of the community. This objection belongs with the objections raised
against every form of large-scale production. It was urged when the cottage weaver with his hand-loom was
obliged to give way to the factory with its thousand of mule-spinners; and, in the same way, experience must
refute it. A field for the independent manufacturer of small means has already been shown to be left open.
Only a minority of the manufactures are controlled by combinations. Trades requiring artistic skill to please
the tastes of consumers—the clothing business, the furniture trade, and all the handicrafts—remain gener-
ally free from combination. Since the formation of the United States Steel Corporation, a small concern of
$200,000 capital, whose raw material is chiefly scrap steel, has stated, that in its special line of work it has no
reason to fear the big combination. While it may be more difficult in some enterprises for a man with little
capital to enter business independently, the opportunities for a young man to work up as an employee are
greater than previously. “Never before,” says the Industrial Commission, “has there been so strong a de-
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mand for men of marked ability as at the present day, and never before was the reward so great. A large
industrial combination, in order to hold its own against the competition of rivals, must be efficiently man-
aged. Probably nowhere else is what may be called, by analogy, civil service of promotion so rigidly fol-
lowed as in the case of these great corporations.” Judge Moore, while promoting the steel combinations,
found many manufacturers well advanced in years eager to withdraw from active management, and young
men of greater energy ready to put in their stead. The dominance in the board of directors of men actively
engaged in the business; the discretionary powers and large responsibility of the superintendents in charge
of different mills; and the rivalry enforced among these managers by monthly comparison of accounts, all
show no slackening in the incentive to individual activity.

Railway Discrimination: The Ill That Has Not Proved Self-corrective

By the fact of their practical monopoly, the trusts have been seen to threaten, to various minds, the evils of
unreasonable increase of prices, oppression of employees and of raw producers, destructive methods of
competition, and detrimental social effects. The bearings of the evidence presented on these points may
shortly be stated. In the steel industry, where combination is largest, extortionate advances in prices are not
prevalent or anticipated; in other industries, where combinations are smaller, prices are maintained above
the fiercely competitive rate, but the imminence of competition from outside effectively prevents any fur-
ther advance. The employees on every hand have received generous treatment from the trust; and wherever
organised they may expect, for the future, a still greater share of trust savings. Producers in raw material
have in many cases lost the element of speculation in their business, with its chance of great profits and
losses; but in its place they have the certainty of steadily remunerative prices. Many so-called destructive
methods of competition, like certain of the hardships of curtailment in large-scale production, have been
justified out of familiar business experience: cutting prices in the territory of rivals and the discharge of
superfluous salesmen and superintendents are common to all large businesses. The social effects of trust
management, whatever they may be, are restricted to that fraction of industry where alone combination is
possible. While the opportunity remains open for independent enterprise, and the reward for real ability is
increased in the trust, these social effects can hardly seem dangerous. A genuine evil, however, has appeared
in the special favours which some trusts secure from the railways. Although railway discrimination is not
original with the trust, the trusts as the largest shippers are to-day among the chief offenders: and, although
consolidation raises the railways to a plane where they treat more bravely with large shippers, the growth of
combination among shippers seriously neutralises this result. Attorney-General Knox has done wisely to
centre his efforts on this evil. Industrially, most trusts have assembled sufficient economies to compose an
advantage over the competing concerns which they supplant. Politically, they have generally proved that
under modern conditions most ills of practical monopoly carry with them their own cure. By these two tests,
the entire extent of the evils of practical monopoly is measured. Among these evils, railway discrimination
stands out as the ill that is not self-corrective. To this evil—and also to the defects which will appear in the
form of organisation of modern trusts—must be applied some statutory remedy.



Chapter Four: The Evils in Present Trust Organisations
The evils inherent in any business enjoying practical monopoly have already been shown. The most prominent
evils of modern trusts, however, seem due, not to the fact of practical monopoly, but to defective organisation and
faulty management. The former class, so far as they were not self-corrective, affected the consumer, the competi-
tor, and the State—in general, those outside the trust. The latter class affect primarily the investor in trust securi-
ties; and, in so far as the interest of the investor is the interest of the State, the community at large.

The Relaxation of Corporation Laws

Contemporaneous with industrial combination has come a change in the theory of corporation law. The old notion
was that the corporation, being the creature of the State, should be guaranteed by it to the public in all particulars
of responsibility and management. Beginning in the late eighties and early nineties, there came a different view.
The corporation, it was said, is merely a legal person: its stockholders and creditors are no more the wards of the
State than are the partners and creditors of an ordinary citizen; and, in the absence of fraud in organisation and in
management, a business corporation should be allowed to do anything that an individual may do. Under the
modern theory, the State owes no duty to persons who may deal with corporations to look after the solvency of the
companies; nor to stockholders to protect them from the consequences of investing in such concerns. When it has
clearly provided that creditors and stockholders shall be informed of all the facts of organisation and of manage-
ment, the duty of the State has ended.

So far the relaxation of corporation laws was reasonable. By successive changes in their laws, however,
several States went far in the direction of laxity. The charter of the United States Steel Corporation is a striking
instance of the good-natured New Jersey law. There is no shareholders’ liability—although in New York there is
individual and joint liability of all shareholders to the amount of their shares until all the stock is fully paid, and in
New York, Pennsylvania, and Indiana there is individual liability for debts due to labourers, and in Ohio and
Minnesota there is double shareholders’ liability. The directors are individually liable for debts—as in New York
and Illinois—and for any amount of dividends paid out when no profits are earned. The directors have power to
increase their numbers as they choose, and to use the surplus funds in purchasing the stock of the company.
Outside of New Jersey, Delaware, and West Virginia, a corporation is allowed only such corporate powers as are
specifically granted by the articles of incorporation. In the charter of the Steel Corporation, however, it is provided
that “the certificate of incorporation may also contain any provision which the incorporation may choose to
insert... creating... the powers of the corporation.” This allowed the three incor-porators to create any corporate
powers they pleased and to confer them on the United States Steel Corporation—unless they were among the very
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few powers forbidden by the New Jersey law. In Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois, not more than two corporate
purposes may be joined. In New Jersey, the corporation may give stock in exchange for property at a fair value to
be determined by the directors. There is no limit of indebtedness as there is in New York. The New Jersey law
charges only twenty cents on each one thousand dollars of capitalisation for initial cost of incorporation—one-
fifth the cost in Illinois, and one-sixth the cost in New York and Pennsylvania. The annual franchise tax in New
Jersey is one-tenth of one per cent on the par value of paid-up capital stock to $3,000,000; one-twentieth of one
per cent in excess of $3,000,000 but not exceeding $5,000,000, and $50 for each additional $1,000,000; Penn-
sylvania, on the other hand, charges one-half of one per cent upon every dollar of valuation of capital stock,
franchise, goodwill, and earning capacity, and requires elaborate reports to determine these values.

Incorporation in “Charter-Granting” States

Still more startling in their liberality are the laws of Delaware and West Virginia. In New Jersey, stockholders are
forbidden by law to hold meetings outside the State; and within the State there must be maintained the principal
office, where shall be kept for the inspection of stockholders a book containing the name and address of each
officer and each stockholder in the corporation. The Delaware law, however, allows meetings of stockholders to
be held anywhere. The West Virginia law not only allows meetings of stockholders to be held anywhere, but
makes no provision for the principal office or for the registry-books, or for recording any change of location with
the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State, for a personal fee, acts as the legal representative of the corporation
within the State, and to this scanty source every stockholder who desires information must look. The method of
taxation in Delaware is similar to that in New Jersey, but the rate is lower: the incorporation fee is fifteen cents on
each one thousand dollars of capitalisation; and the annual franchise tax is one-twentieth of one per cent on the
first $3,000,000 of capital stock, one-fortieth of one per cent on the excess of $3,000,000, and on the excess above
$5,000,000, $30 for each $1,000,000. In West Virginia, a fixed annual license fee is required of all corporations
irrespective of capitalisation, $10 per year in case the principal place of business is within the State, and $50 in
case it is outside.

The stimulus to trust organisation, which this relaxation of corporation laws afforded, has already been seen
in the development of combination. Most of the larger trusts incorporated under New Jersey laws, and a host of
smaller combinations sought charters in one or another of the “charter-granting” States. Local trust companies
hastened to provide the “home office” required of the new corporation by law. The Corporation Trust Company
of New Jersey became the agent of seven hundred corporations with capital approximating $1,000,000,000. The
New Jersey Corporation Guarantee and Trust Company represented five hundred companies with at least
$500,000,000 capital. The New Jersey Registration and Trust Company became the agent of three hundred
corporations with a capitalisation of $400,000,000. In accordance with the law, these companies kept the transfer-
books of the corporations they represented, recorded all transfers of stock and displayed outside their buildings
the name of each corporation on a large sign. The Corporation Trust Company of Delaware, in similar fashion,
represented two hundred corporations. The increase of corporate industry which these easy devices stimulated
has been enormous. The Industrial Commission has estimated the capitalisation of these new corporations to be
from six billion to ten billion dollars. The capitalisation of the companies which actually composed combina-
tions, and might fairly be called trusts, was over four billions. Although a large part of this sum was substituted for
the shares of constituent concerns that were withdrawn from the market, the clear addition to the capitalisation of
the country exceeded the capitalisation of all the manufacturing companies organised between 1860 and 1890.
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The Task of the Promoter

The enormous capitalisation of the trusts was largely owing to the necessities of the situation. To effect a
successful combination the services of an outside promoter were required. The stove manufacturers at-
tempted to form a combination by caucus and failed. The National Biscuit Company, the American Tin Plate
Company, and the American Sheet Steel Company were all organised at the request of the manufacturers by
Judge William H. Moore, whose sole qualification was his ability to buy a manufacturer’s business at a
better price than the manufacturer would sell to his competitor turned promoter. In organising a trust, it
would be fatal to let the combining manufacturers know what was paid for their neighbour’s business. As
Judge Moore said, “Each manufacturer imagines his plant is better located, better than his neighbour’s; he
knows it is; he has no doubt about it.” Accordingly, the promoter did not work on a commission, which
would allow each party to the agreement to investigate the acts of his agent, but bought the properties and
handled them as he chose. By the grace of lenient corporation laws, the promoter first provided himself with
a brand new corporation of large capitalisation, into which as a trust he intended to combine his purchases.
Then he went outside to organise a syndicate of bankers and financiers known as “underwriters,” who
furnished whatever cash he might need to purchase the different plants, and agreed to take a certain propor-
tion of the stock of the new trust not taken by the owners or by the investing public. Thus fortified, he
returned to the manufacturers who were seeking combination, and secured options to purchase their con-
cerns either outright for cash or for stock in the new trust. In many cases the trust purchased the individual
plants, and thus as a purchasing corporation became the owner of all the properties. More frequently, as has
been seen, the trust bought the stock of the constituent companies, and as a “holding-corporation” elected
directors and officers and controlled absolutely the management. The underwriters supplied the promoter
with the cash to pay for the properties or for the stock; and, in return, received stock in the new trust. The
different parties to the whole transaction of promotion usually exchanged their cash and securities at the
same place and time. The promoter bought the plants from the owners at one price and sold them to the
investor at a higher price: and the bargains made beforehand with all the parties were consummated at once.

The reason for the excessive capitalisation of the trusts is now explained. Except in unusual flotations,
the promoter offered to pay for the constituent companies with stock instead of with money. In the promo-
tion of the American Tin Plate Company, cash was offered for every plant; but in the case of the American
Potteries Company, negotiations were dropped because the owners demanded two-thirds in cash. Through-
out the various combinations that led to the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, the stock of the combin-
ing companies was replaced by substantially the same amount of trust stock. The Pittsburg Plate Glass
Company paid for its properties with an amount of stock equivalent to their cash value. The American Sugar
Refining Company, however, paid for the stock of its constituent plants with several times the amount of
their own stock. Distilleries that entered the Distillers’ and Cattle Feeders’ Trust were paid in trust certifi-
cates four times the cash value of the works: and in the promotion of the Standard Distilling and Distributing
Company, six times the actual cash value was paid. The International Silver Company paid out forty-five per
cent of its capitalisation for works and merchandise, and the rest for “goodwill.” The National Shear Com-
pany, controlling sixty per cent of the output in the country, paid for its plants with stock exceeding five
times their cash value. The common rule for trust capitalisation was to fix the amount of preferred stock at
the cash value of the plant, machinery, and merchandise; and to issue at least as much more common stock,
as capitalised “goodwill” and savings of combination. On this basis were organised the United States Rub-
ber Company, the National Salt Company, and the International Paper Company. The cash options taken on
the plants of the National Biscuit Company, the National Steel Company, and the American Steel Hoop
Company included “goodwill,” as well as inventory value: but most of the owners accepted the alternative of
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the same amount of preferred stock with a like amount of common stock as bonus. A considerable amount of
this capitalisation arose from the natural reluctance to sell out at less than the highest price. For the
$320,000,000 of stock and bonds of the Carnegie Company the United States Steel Corporation is said to
have had to pay $163,400,000 preferred stock and $155,200,000 of common and $304,000,000 in bonds. To
eliminate the competition of Liggett and Meyer, who threatened to buy all the best tobacco in Kentucky on
which the trust depended, the Continental Tobacco Company was obliged to buy them out for $12,500,000—
one-sixth the total capitalisation of the trust.

The Work of the Underwriters

A considerable share of the capital stock went to pay the underwriters. In the case of the Standard Distilling
and Distributing Company, the underwriting syndicate received, for each $100 in cash it advanced, $100 in
preferred stock and $150 in common. As payment for discounting notes of the trust to the amount of $200,000,
and continuing this discounting for eighteen months, the banker of the National Shear Company was to
receive $30,000 in preferred stock and $225,000 in common. J. P. Morgan & Co., who exchanged the stocks
of the constituent companies into the Federal Steel Company, received for their pay $200,000. For advanc-
ing to the United States Steel Corporation $25,000,000 in cash, the underwriters received $52,600,000 in
preferred stock and $54,200,000 in common. The great risk assumed by the underwriting syndicate was
brought out in a hearing upon a suit to enjoin the conversion of $200,000,000 United States Steel preferred
stock into bonds. The syndicate had agreed to take $100,000,000 of the bonds, paying for them with
$80,000,000 preferred stock and $20,000,000 cash; and as commission was to receive four per cent on the
bonds issued. At the time of the hearing the syndicate had bought the required $80,000,000 of stock at an
average price of 94: but the stock had already fallen to 88, a loss of $4,800,000 to the syndicate, and the
chance of coming out even by selling the bonds at 94 was very precarious. In view of the serious risk of loss
they ran, the commissions received by underwriters were not exorbitant. After paying the owners, bankers,
lawyers, and appraisers, the remainder of the capital stock went to the promoter. For the promotion of the
American Tin Plate Company, Judge Moore received $10,000,000 of common stock; and for the promotion
of the American Steel Hoop Company and the National Steel Company, $5,000,000 of common stock in
each case. The promoter of the Standard Distilling and Distributing Company received $150,000 in common
stock for each $100,000 advanced in cash. After the organisation of the Distilling Company of America
there was left in the hands of the promoters, with which to secure $3,500,000 needed for working capital,
$10,710,000 of preferred stock and $13,360,000 of common. The great reward of the promoter is commonly
justified because of the unusual difficulty of his service. In spite of his highly paid talent, however, the
capitalisation of the trusts— swollen by the heavy charges of combining owners, of underwriting syndicates,
and of promoters —have attained dangerous proportions.

Capitalisation Based upon Earning Power

Over-capitalisation is the first great evil of modern trust organisation. Before the extent of this evil can be
determined, however, the proper basis for capitalisation must be found. Two opinions regarding this basis
prevail. The more conservative view, enacted in the Porto Rican Corporation Act and only recently aban-
doned in the Massachusetts law, restricted the issue of stock to the value of the tangible assets in working
capital. The Pittsburg Plate Glass Company was organised on this principle. The more popular view, how-
ever, sanctioned by the laws in most commercial States and followed by most of the industrial trusts, is to
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issue an amount of preferred stock equal to the properties as going concerns, and at least an equal amount of
common stock to represent “good-will” and the savings of combination. In spite of the hostility this second
opinion has aroused, it seems the better basis of capitalisation. There is no necessary connection between the
amount of money invested in a mine and the value of the property. The value of the mine is determined by its
production: and its production depends upon the percentage of the ore, the ease of working, the ability of the
management, and the state of the market. Similarly, the value of a manufacturing plant is determined by its
earning power: the output and the cost, to be sure, depend in some measure on the investment of money in
machinery; but the state of the market, the charges for transportation, and the ability of the management are
the chief factors affecting the earning power. The American Chicle Company, owning the most valuable
brands of chewing-gum in the country, finds its greatest asset in its trade-marks. Its preferred stock is three
times its tangible assets, and its common stock is double the preferred: altogether, its capitalisation is ten
times the value of the actual investment. Notwithstanding, the American Chicle Company earns six times
the dividends on its preferred stock and has regularly paid over eight per cent on its common. By Mr.
Havemeyer’s own testimony, the refineries of the American Sugar Refining Company, which is capitalised
at $75,000,000, could be duplicated for $30,000,000. The “good-will” of the plants, however, and the value
of the brands, especially the Havemeyer and Elder brands, have proved at least equal in value to the plants:
the dividends of the American Sugar Refining Company, seven per cent on the preferred stock and over
seven per cent on the common, together with the surplus reserve laid aside, show that the capitalisation does
not exceed earning capacity. The true basis of capitalisation, accordingly, is the earning power of the com-
bination. The proper capitalisation is that which so adjusts the amount of securities to the earnings as to
make the stock sell for its face value.

Over-Capitalisation Measured by the Stock Market

Over-capitalisation, therefore, is the condition in which the par value of securities exceeds their market
value based on earnings. The United States Leather Company, which pays no dividends on its common stock
and was long in arrears on its preferred, is over-capitalised. The par value of the securities of this company
is $125,164,600, and the market value of these securities, in the judgment of the stock market, is about
$51,000,000: the over-capitalisation of this trust, accordingly, is about $74,000,000. How remote is the
bearing which the cash value of the plants has upon the capitalisation of the trust is strikingly shown in the
United States Steel Corporation. In exchange for the stock of its constituent companies, this trust gave of its
own stock an equivalent amount, and $74,373,035 more. At the formation of each of these concerns, how-
ever, there had been a capitalisation in excess of cash value. The properties composing the American Tin
Plate Company, which represented a cash value of $18,000,000, were capitalised at $46,000,000. The Na-
tional Steel Company, valued at $27,000,000, was capitalised at $59,000,000. The American Steel Hoop
Company, representing a money investment of $14,000,000, was capitalised at $33,000,000. The capitalisa-
tion of the Federal Steel Company, fixed at $98,000,000, on the admission of its president exceeded by
$31,000,000 the value of its separate concerns. The properties of the American Steel and Wire Company,
capitalised at $80,000,000, on Mr. Morgan’s estimate in 1898 were valued at $40,000,000. From the testi-
mony of the officers themselves, it appears that the cash value of the plants entering the United States Steel
Corporation—estimating the National Tube Company on the same basis as the American Tin Plate Com-
pany—was $278,570,200, and the “good-will” $178,500,000. Since the United States Steel Corporation
increased this capitalisation by $74,373,035, $252,873,035 of its capital stock appears to be based on in-
tangible assets. Still another comparison is that made by the United States Steel Corporation itself in pur-
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chasing the shares of the different companies. The common stock of all the constituent companies—exclud-
ing the Carnegie Company and the Lake Superior Consolidated Mines, which have no preferred stock—
amounts to $270,835,100. As the common stock added by the United States Steel Corporation represents
“good-will,” the total excess over the money invested in the plants is $302,118,963. The most striking
comparison, finally, is afforded by the easy test of the investment market. The par value of the securities of
the United States Steel Corporation, before the conversion of its preferred stock into bonds, was
$1,404,000,000— $550,000,000 of which was seven per cent cumulative preferred stock and $304,000,000
five per cent gold bonds. The bonds have since sold at about 72, the preferred stock has fluctuated about 54,
and the common stock has fallen to 10. In the opinion of the stock market, the proper capitalisation of the
United States Steel Corporation is about $570,880,000, and the overcapitalisation is about $833,120,000, or
nearly sixty per cent.

The measure of over-capitalisation which the stock market affords is not always perfect: but since it is
made by men whose business it is to judge commercial values, it is the most accurate attainable. In business
convenience, moreover, it is superior to the measure determined upon the actual money investment as a
basis. Had the United States Steel Corporation been capitalised according to the amount of money invested
in its property, its capital might be $250,000,000 of seven per cent preferred stock and $250,000,000 of
common. The preferred stock might sell at about 150; and the common stock, which has now fallen to 10, on
this basis of capitalisation could easily yield a twenty per cent dividend, and accordingly might sell at about
300. The disadvantages of such a capitalisation, however, are considerable. Securities selling at such a high
price are difficult to market: to protect investors against the risk which so considerable an investment in-
volves, the stock must yield a disproportionately large return. The stockholder finds the high price a disad-
vantage: for when he wishes to turn his holdings into money he finds that he can get more for 100 shares
returning a five per cent dividend and selling at 100 than for twenty shares returning a twenty-five per cent
dividend and selling at 400. Because of the limited supply of the high-priced stock and the small group of its
holders, the high-priced stock in point of security is not so safe as the stock that sells at about par. In a single
week, the fluctuations of Standard Oil stock selling at about 670 were 25 points, while American Telephone
and Telegraph selling at 127 varied only 2 points. The sense of the business community regards earning
power as the proper basis for capitalisation. The extent to which the industrial trusts are over-capitalised
may, accordingly, now be determined.

Table of Stock Prices.
Name of Company. Date of Organisation. Price in Mo. HighestPrice Feb. 1, 1904.

of Listing. Subsequent Price.

Amalgamated Copper Common 1899 96½ June, 1901, 130 505/8

American Ice Common 1899 39¾ April, 1900, 48¼ 8

Preferred 83½ Oct., 1899, 80¼ 32

American Malting Common 1898 27¼ Jan., 1901, 335/8 4½

Preferred 77 15/16 Jan., 1900, 845/8 20

American Woollen Common 1900 217/8 Jan., 1901, 217/8 10¼

Preferred 76½ July, 1901, 82¾ 70
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International Paper Common 1898 51½ Jan., 1899, 64¾ 13½

Preferred 90¾ Jan., 1899, 94 66½

International Silver Common 1898 331/8 March, 1899, 30 9

Preferred 37¼ Aug., 1902, 62½ 35

Rubber Goods Mfg Common 1901 33¼ May, 1901, 38¼ 20¾

Preferred 85 May, 1901, 90 79

Union Bag and Paper Common 1899 40 April, 1899, 35¼ 5½

Preferred 85 April, 1899, 85½ 50

United States Steel Common 1901 445/8 April, 1901, 55 10¾

Preferred 94½ April, 1901, 1017/8 54¾

From this table of stock prices—selected as typical from among the larger combinations—the over-
capitalisation of the trusts is apparent. When first listed on the Stock Exchange, they were regarded by
investors as over-capitalised: even in the speculative period that followed, their earning power never justi-
fied the amount of their capitalisation; and after the fever of trust organisation had passed and the judgment
of the market returned, the over-capitalisation, measured by the difference between the par value and the
market value of the securities, appeared enormous. Of seventy-eight industrials listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, the common stock of only two has rated above 50. The shrinkage in values which measures
the spreading conviction of overcapitalisation has been half again as great as that which overtook securities
in the hard years following 1893. The twenty-one leading industrials of the Exchange have shrunk over sixty
per cent.: the loss which they alone have entailed on their shareholders is over a billion of dollars. The first
sufferers in many cases were those who organised the trusts. In July, 1897, the promoters of the Distilling
Company of America held $10,710,000 of preferred stock and $13,360,000 common, out of which they had
only to secure $3,500,000 working capital for the combination. At the current market price of these securi-
ties, this left to the promoters as payment for their services stock worth $5,356,750. By December, however,
the stock had so fallen that it could yield the promoters less than $500,000. The owners who had sold out
their distilleries to the Distillers’ and Cattle Feeders’ Trust had a like experience. “They got a lot of certifi-
cates,” explained General McNulta, “the value of which was probably two or three times the value of the
distilleries they represented, but it said dollars on them and they felt rich and carried them along. At first the
certificates went up and up, and by and by down and down until they got to be worth almost nothing; so that
they went from the poor distilleries that they actually owned, but which produced some income for them, to
a lot of paper trash that depreciated to a few cents on the dollar, and finally left them out of business.” The
affidavit of Mrs. Ora M. Jewel, in her suit to compel the restoration of the shares of the Hecker-Jones-Newell
properties, which she had deposited with a promoter in exchange for an interest in the United States Flour
Milling Company, shows that sometimes even the combining manufacturer is deceived by the over-capitali-
sation.
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The Exaggeration of Trust Savings

The investor, however, is the person most harmed by over-capitalisation. The savings of combination are
real, and deserve to be capitalised: but by over-capitalisation they have been over-stated to the investor. He
has been assured by the prospectus of the International Paper Company that its pulp and paper mills produce
from seventy-five to ninety per cent of all news paper made east of Chicago: “Regarding competition, it can
hardly be expected to prove successful if attempted, for the valuable water-power and timber-lands—400,000
acres of the latter being held —could not easily be duplicated or acquired.” He has learned from Mr. Schwab’s
testimony before the Industrial Commission that the United States Steel Corporation has a monopoly advan-
tage in coking coal: “We own something like 60,000 acres of Connellsville coal. You could not buy it for
$60,000 per acre, for there is no more Connellsville coal.... This coal is very clearly defined and every acre
of it is highly prized, and it is owned by these constituent companies in toto. There may be developments of
coal in other directions, but nothing like this coal.” These savings of combination, the investor considers, are
sufficient warrant for large capitalisation: and by buying the stock of these combinations at a high price he
registers his belief that the trusts are not over-capitalised. Hardly was the stock of the International Paper
Company listed, however, when substitutes for the raw material of the trust were discovered: cottonseed
hulls, oat hulls, and bagasse produce good paper; and the magnolia-tree which grows everywhere in the
South makes satisfactory wood-pulp. The Connellsville coal, which is low in sulphur and phosphorus and
forms a coke that sustains weight in a blast-furnace without breaking down, had till lately possessed an
immense advantage. The introduction of the by-product process, however, of coking coal in a high, narrow
retort produces strong coke from most of the western Pennsylvania coals. The open-hearth process of steel
manufacture, which is fast supplanting the Bessemer converter, permits the use of high sulphur coke. Since
1897 the Lackawanna Iron and Steel Company, the Cambria Steel Company, and the Maryland Steel Com-
pany, by purchasing coal-land at $200 per acre, have become independent of the Connellsville coke. For
these and similar causes, the promise of extraordinary savings of combination, which the investor has read in
the prospectus and acted upon, has not been performed; and the discrepancy between the promise and the
performance has measured his loss.

The Neglect of the Surplus Reserve

The deception of the investor, which over-capitalisation brings about, continues after the promotion of the
trust, and often affects the financial management of the company. The accumulation of surplus reserve is the
first rule of business finance. This surplus, reserved out of profits before dividends are distributed to stock-
holders, may be invested in equipment, or in securities of its own or other corporations, or may be held in
cash. The purpose of the surplus reserve is to make the regular dividends of the company more sure. If the
surplus be spent in equipment, the output and earnings of the concern will be increased; if it be invested in its
own securities, the reduction in amount of annual interest claims will proportionately raise the dividend; if
the surplus be held in cash or in the securities of other corporations, a fund is prepared from which to pay
dividends in the lean years. Every company which seeks to gain an investment standing must accumulate a
reserve proportionate to the instability of its annual profits. The Pennsylvania Railroad, whose earnings are
remarkably stable, sets apart for reserve an annual sum equal to the amount paid out in dividends. The Great
Northern Railway, pursuing a similar policy, reserves a sum equal to thirty-six per cent of its annual earn-
ings. A company whose maximum and minimum of profits over a period of years varies fifty per cent must
accumulate twice the reserve of another company whose earnings fluctuate twenty-five per cent. As the
fluctuation of earnings varies not only between industries but also within the same industry, only the most
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general rule for surplus reserve can be stated. The nature of the railway business makes the earnings of
established roads more stable than the profits of established manufacturing companies. In the depression
following 1893, the earnings of the Pennsylvania Railroad diminished fourteen per cent, while the earnings
of a dozen standard industrials decreased forty-six per cent. The manufacturing company, accordingly, must
reserve as large a percentage of earnings as the strongest railroad accumulates: in prosperous years a surplus
of fifty per cent reserved from the profits seems none too great to provide against the small earnings of bad
years. By such an accumulation of surplus reserve the Midvale Steel Company and the John B. Stetson
Company have raised themselves to investment standing. Industrial trusts, however, with the exception of
the earlier steel combinations, have been sadly remiss in this duty. Between 1898 and 1901, twenty-six of
the principal trusts organised in this period reserved less than thirty-two per cent of their annual profits: after
three years of unusual prosperity, they had accumulated a surplus of only three per cent of their capital stock.
In 1903 the United States Steel Corporation, which had reserved out of its annual profits less than twenty-six
per cent, had accumulated a surplus of only 5.6 per cent of its capitalisation. Until they begin reserving
adequate surplus the trusts cannot expect investment standing for their securities: and because of their over-
capitalisation the trusts find the accumulation of an adequate reserve very difficult.

Excessive Dividends and Floating Debt

In order to keep up the value of inflated and speculative stock, dividends must continue to be paid. In three
years of prosperity, twenty-six combinations earned an average of little more than three per cent annually on
their enormous capitalisation: and to pay dividends on this capitalisation required two-thirds of all their
profits. The passing of a dividend destroys the value of their stock: the decline of American Ice common
from 48¼ to 8 and of United States Rubber common from 34 to 13 shows this axiom of speculation. So long
as the organisers hold any of the stock, therefore, a policy of conservative dividends cannot be expected. The
cumulative feature of most issues of preferred stock, furthermore, is an obstacle to the accumulation of
surplus reserve. This provision, which guarantees the preferred shareholder that all unpaid dividends shall
be made good before anything is paid on the common stock, compels the management to pay dividends on
the preferred stock so long as the earnings are equal to that amount, and to avoid as the greatest calamity the
passing of a cumulative dividend. The chagrin which the policy of accumulating a surplus reserve would
arouse is shown by the experience of the International Paper Company. A dividend of one-fourth of one per
cent was declared on the common stock in November, 1898; and in February, 1899, it was announced that
the purchase of competing concerns had required an unusual expenditure of cash, and a dividend of three-
tenths of one per cent was declared. Immediately the common stock fell twenty-five points. In the annual
report in September it appeared that the company had invested as surplus reserve forty per cent of its earn-
ings in new mills, had established agencies abroad, had begun building a factory with an output of ten
million paper bags, and had no difficulty disposing of its output. The company clearly was prospering, and
the preferred stockholders received their six per cent dividends; the common stock, however, whose annual
dividends amounted to only 1.4 per cent, immediately fell fifteen points, and has since declined to 13½.

Over-capitalisation not only makes difficult the accumulation of surplus reserve; it also affords con-
stant temptation to an increase of floating debt. It is rudimentary in accounting that floating debt should be
accumulated for no purpose except to anticipate current receipts, or occasionally to anticipate the sale of
stocks and bonds. By its violation of this rule the American Malting Company, which had incurred $3,000,000
of call-loans in the course of buying competing plants, was nearly forced into bankruptcy. The American
Linseed Company, which is obliged to pay cash for flaxseed bought several months before the oil can be
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sold, has frequently raised money by the increase of current liability. Were they not impelled by their over-
capitalisation to pay out their profits in dividends, these companies might have accumulated sufficient sur-
plus reserve to have defrayed these expenses. The American Ice Company, the International Silver Com-
pany, the Pressed Steel Car Company, and the United States Rubber Company have been conspicuously
reckless in the creation of floating debt. All these companies within three years have paid dividends on their
preferred stock equal in total amount to one-half of the bonds with which they have since retired their
floating debt. The United States Steel Corporation maintains a safe balance of current assets over floating
debt: but, at the same time that it pays large dividends on its stock, it borrows more money for construction.
In “holding-corporations” like the United States Steel Corporation and the United States Rubber Company,
whose income consists of dividends on stock of the constituent companies, there is great opportunity for
secret borrowing. While the report of the “holding-corporation” shows a small floating debt, each constitu-
ent company may have current liabilities, in the collection of which the assets of the constituent compa-
nies—and so of the “holding-corporation”—would be diminished. The United States Rubber Company, in
its report of 1901, showed a floating debt of only $1,648,694, which was greatly exceeded by its quick
assets. Shortly afterward it announced an issue of $12,000,000 of bonds to take up the floating debts of its
constituent companies. During a period of prosperity, while regular dividends had been paid, the trust had
secretly accumulated this large floating debt. A number of trusts, it appears, have borrowed money to pay
dividends and have distributed profits which they have not earned.

The Distrust of the Investor

“Over-capitalisation,” says Attorney-General Knox, discussing the dangerous features of trusts, “is the chief
of these and the source from which the minor ones flow. It is the possibility of over-capitalisation that
furnishes the temptations and opportunities for most of the others. Over-capitalisation does not mean large
capitalisation, or a capitalisation adequate for the greatest undertakings. It is the imposition upon an under-
taking of a liability without a corresponding asset to represent it. Therefore, over-capitalisation is a fraud
upon those who contribute the real capital, either originally or by purchase, and the efforts to realise divi-
dends thereon from operations is a fraudulent imposition of a burden upon the public.” Over-capitalisation,
it appears, does not harm the consumer by affecting the price of goods. Prices are always what the market
will bring, and if fixed too high are inevitably reduced by new competition. The price of oil is no lower
because the stock of the Standard Oil Company sells at 670, nor is the price of steel billets higher because the
common stock of the United States Steel Corporation sells at 10. Over-capitalisation injures the shareholder,
the value of whose stock shrinks in proportion to his disillusionment. It stirs the distrust of the investor, who,
the Industrial Commission found, has preferred to pay an increasingly high price for railroad securities
yielding 4% per cent on their market value rather than to risk his money in industrials that yield eleven per
cent on their market price. By throwing discredit on the most productive industries in the country, over-
capitalisation injures the State.

Over-capitalisation—defined as capitalisation in excess of earning capacity, and measured by the dif-
ference between the par value and the market value of securities—is the evil of present trust organisation:
though it does not harm the consumer, its injury to the investor accomplished by the neglect of surplus
reserve, the creation of excessive floating debt, and the distribution of unearned dividends is alarming. The
development of railroad industry, as the experience of the Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific, and the
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe railways shows, was accompanied by the same over-capitalisation and reck-
less management; and, though the railways eventually rose from a speculative basis to an investment stand-
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ing, by the inevitable dominance of sound business methods, the loss to investors in the long series of
financial spasms and reorganisations was enormous. A better management is just as surely inevitable, in the
natural course of events, in the case of the industrial trust. But, in the meantime, if there be any statutory
means of hastening that result, it should be formulated. Railway discrimination, among the evils of practical
monopoly, stood out as the one evil that is not self-corrective. Over-capitalisation, among the evils of mod-
ern trust organisation, is the evil that least slowly corrects itself. To the cure of these ills some statutory
remedy must be applied.



Chapter Five: The History of Anti-Trust Legislation
The common law for five hundred years has discouraged restraint of trade. At the beginning of the fifteenth
century it condemned any agreement by which a person bound himself not to exercise his trade—forbade, in
other words, the sale of the “good-will” of a business. A few centuries later, it relaxed so far as to allow such
restraints for a limited time and space. And, in the present century, it abandoned these arbitrary limitations
and substituted the simple test of reasonableness; —if the extent of the business whose “good-will” was
being contracted away warranted so considerable a restraint of trade, the law was satisfied. For the last three
hundred years, the common law has also condemned monopoly. The monopoly which it first condemned
was the legal monopoly which Queen Elizabeth sought to grant in certain manufactures—a monopoly simi-
lar to that of present patent laws, but without the merit of invention to justify it. By the zeal of Parliament,
monopoly by royal patent was abolished; and the condemnation of the common law was then directed
against private enterprises, which by their restriction of competition threatened to become partial monopo-
lies. Any restriction upon competition—the rule has come to run—which results or tends to result in the
control of a substantial portion of a commodity is monopoly, and consequently illegal. As their occurrence
in the law was separate, so were the penalties of these illegalities distinct. Agreements in restraint of trade
were not punished as criminal offences, but were merely unenforceable at law in case the parties chose to
break them. Monopolies, however, were regarded as more dangerous to the State. They were thought by
Elizabethan judges to result in the depreciation of product and enhancement of price, and accordingly were
made criminal, and punished by fine and imprisonment. Later events have done much to confuse restraint of
trade with monopoly. Since monopoly was a crime, a conspiracy to monopolise was at common law a crime.
Parties entering into an agreement in restraint of trade, the effect of which would be to monopolise a com-
modity, were not only denied the aid of the courts in enforcing their agreement, but were also punishable as
criminals, by fine and imprisonment. The fundamental distinction between restraint of trade and monopoly
was nevertheless continued; and the distinguishing test of each remained the same. So stood the law, until
the growth of combination called forth the first hostile legislation.

Anti-Trust Laws Neutralised by the “Charter-Granting” States

The enactment of the Interstate Commerce Act by Congress in 1887, prohibiting pools among the railways,
induced State legislatures to interfere with the industrial combinations. In 1889, Kansas, Maine, Michigan,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and the Territories of Idaho, Montana, and North
Dakota passed anti-trust laws; and the new States of Washington and Wyoming introduced similar provi-
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sions into their constitutions. In 1890, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, and South Dakota passed anti-trust
laws. In 1891, Kentucky and Missouri introduced anti-trust provisions into their constitutions, and Alabama,
Illinois, Minnesota, and the Territory of New Mexico enacted similar laws. New York and Wisconsin followed in
1892; and in 1893 California forbade combinations in live-stock, and Nebraska forbade combinations in coal and
lumber. Thirty States and two Territories subsequently passed such laws, and in seventeen States anti-trust provi-
sions were inserted in the State constitutions. The extent to which the common-law definitions of monopoly and
of restraint of trade were stretched may be seen in a summary of this legislation. In twenty-one States, it was
criminal for two or more persons to enter into any agreement—regardless of whether it were reasonable or
unreasonable—whereby free competition in production and sale was prevented. In seventeen States, it was crimi-
nal conspiracy for two or more persons to agree to regulate the quantity or the price of any article to be manufac-
tured, mined, produced, or sold—regardless of whether prices were raised or lowered. In sixteen States, it was
criminal for two or more persons to attempt to monopolise any commodity. In Missouri, it was criminal con-
spiracy to maintain a trust, pool, combine, agreement, confederation, or understanding to regulate prices or to fix
the quantity to be made or sold, or to fix the premium for fire insurance. In Mississippi, it was criminal conspiracy
not only to regulate prices but also for two or more persons to settle the price of an article between themselves, or
between themselves and others. In Texas, these practices were punished by imprisonment of one to ten years in
the penitentiary, by a fine of $200 to $5,000 for each day of the offence, or by both; and if the offender were a
corporation, by a fine of $200 to $5,000 and by forfeiture of its franchise. This particular punishment, however,
seldom availed. While other States passed antitrust legislation, New Jersey, Delaware, and West Virginia, by
relaxing their corporation laws and inducing trusts to incorporate under them, caused an unprecedented rush to
combination. The forfeiture of a corporate franchise can be enforced only in a State where the company is
incorporated, and only in case the laws of that State have been violated. Ninety-five per cent of the trusts were
incorporated in New Jersey, Delaware, and West Virginia, and in these States no anti-trust statutes had been
passed. By the commercial comity guaranteed among the States by the Federal Constitution a corporation legal-
ised in a single State can trade unmolested across State lines. Trusts declared illegal by the laws of one State,
accordingly, organised in New Jersey, Delaware, or West Virginia, where no anti-trust statutes troubled, and
continued their interstate business undisturbed.

The Federal Anti-Trust Act of 1890

To block this last way of escape, an attempt was made in 1890 to give the Federal Government power to suppress
combinations. Under the Constitution, Congress has no jurisdiction over commerce entirely within a State: the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act was accordingly phrased, “Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise,
or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is hereby
declared illegal.” Every person engaged in such a transaction, or “who shall monopolise or attempt to monopo-
lise” or combine with any other person or persons to monopolise” was punishable with a fine not exceeding
$5,000 or with imprisonment not exceeding one year, and must pay to the aggrieved party threefold damages. The
Circuit Courts of the United States were given power to restrain violations of the act, and to the law officers of the
United States was assigned the duty to institute proceedings. Three years before, the Interstate Commerce Act
had forbidden interstate railways to enter into any combination for the determination or pooling of rates, and had
fixed heavy penalties upon the railways granting discriminations. Construed with the enlarging amendments
added by the Wilson Tariff Act of 1894, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, together with the Interstate Commerce Act,
comprehended the anti-trust legislation of the Federal Government.
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The Ill-Success of State Anti-Trust Laws

Throughout the nineties the courts were busy interpreting anti-trust legislation. Under the common law, as
has been seen, monopoly was criminal when it controlled so large a supply of commodities as to be danger-
ous, and restraint of trade was illegal whenever it became unreasonable. Consciously or unconsciously, the
statutes had stretched these definitions. Framed with the purpose of destroying existing combinations, they
went far in their specific terms and in their reference to modern conditions toward literally forbidding inno-
cent associations among individuals. Under the common law, contracts in partial restraint of trade whenever
reasonable were upheld: under the anti-trust statutes, such contracts, although reasonable, were not only
unenforceable but subjected the parties to punishment for criminal conspiracy. Under the Illinois Anti-Trust
Act, the Distilling and Cattle Feeding Company, to which as a purchasing corporation the manufacturers
previously united in the Distillers and Cattle Feeders’ Trust had conveyed their properties, forfeited its
charter in 1895.3 Under the same act the American Glucose Company of New Jersey—a constituent member
of the Glucose Sugar Refining Company, which controls ninety-five per cent of the output of the country—
was forbidden to purchase the properties of six Illinois companies: “Citizens of Illinois,” said the court,
“cannot evade the laws of Illinois passed against trusts and combines and defy the public policy of the State
by going into a foreign state and chartering a corporation to do business in this State in violation of its laws.
When these foreign corporations come into this State to do business, they must conform to the laws and
public policy of the State.... Any combination of competing corporations for the purpose of controlling
prices, or limiting production, or suppressing competition is contrary to public policy and void. It makes no
difference whether the combination is effected through instrumentality of trustees and trust certificates, or
whether it is effected by creating a new corporation and conveying to it all the property of the competing
corporations.”4 Under the Anti-Trust Act of Missouri, seventy-three insurance companies were deprived of
the right to do business within the State, because their agents through an association enforced uniform rates
of premium.5 In accordance with the same act the National Lead Company, a holding-corporation control-
ling the manufacture of seventy-five per cent of the white lead of the United States, was forbidden to collect
the price of goods purchased by its customers in Missouri.6 Under the New York Anti-Trust Act, a corpora-
tion which had bought eighty-five patents of various harrows and had contracted with the owners, under
restrictions regarding the selling price, to continue manufacturing, was not allowed to enforce its contracts.7

A member of the Rochester Coal Exchange, which fixed its schedule of prices for its members, made a
contract with a customer to supply in the future large installments of coal at schedule price; after receiving
part of the coal the customer refused to accept the rest: and under the Anti-Trust Act the contract was held
unenforceable.8 The furthest extent to which anti-trust legislation was carried was in Texas. A brewing
company which had agreed to supply a combination of dealers in El Paso to the exclusion of others in the
city was allowed to recover nothing, either for breach of contract or in payment, for the beer already fur-
nished.9 A contract of lease of premises for five years, with provisions that no one beside the lessee should be
allowed to carry on a similar business on the land and that the lessor should issue to his employees checks
redeemable in the lessee’s business and should take as rent a fixed share of the profits, was held unenforce-
able.10 A manufacturer who had supplied his customer with a delivery-wagon and a storage-vault, on condi-
tion that the customer handle goods of no other manufacturer, was allowed to recover nothing for the goods
he had furnished.11 The constitutionality of these laws was frequently denied by the courts: the Anti-Trust
Acts of Illinois and of Texas, by reason of the exception which they made of special industries, were held
unconstitutional:12 and on similar grounds the anti-trust legislation of Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana, Michi-
gan, and Tennessee exempting dealers in agricultural products and live-stock is clearly defective. Review-
ing the entire course of State legislation and decision, the Industrial Commission concluded: “Possibly the
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fear of a new form of business organisation may have led to the extension of legal interference of private
business beyond what the public welfare demands. Some of the statutes, if read literally, would seem to
forbid many perfectly innocent associations among individuals, but the courts have generally assumed that
only monopoly—at least virtual monopoly—was attacked, and the decisions have been made accordingly.”

The Disappointing Results of the Federal Anti-Trust Act

Meantime, the interpretation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act was more halting. In his report for 1893, the
Attorney-General of the United States, who had received several rebuffs in attempting to apply the act,
expressed the opinion that the act was unconstitutional. An exact definition of the punishable acts he consid-
ered impossible: and what the statutes said about monopolies and agreements in restraint of trade applied
quite as well to individual business transactions. In support of his contention that the act was invalid, he cited
the conclusions of a district judge recently raised to the Supreme Court: “Congress cannot limit the right of
State corporations or of citizens in the acquisition, accumulation, or control of property; Congress cannot
prescribe the prices at which such property shall be sold by the owner, whether a corporation or individual;
Congress cannot make criminal the intents and purposes of persons in the acquisition and control of prop-
erty, which the States of their residence or creation sanction; monopoly, as prohibited by the statute, means
an exclusive right in one party coupled with a legal restriction or restraint upon some other party which
prevents the latter from exercising or enjoying the same right; and contracts in restraint of trade and com-
merce, as prohibited, are contracts in general restraint thereof, and such as would be void at common law
independently of any statute.” The proceedings undertaken by the Government against the American Sugar
Refining Company, in 1895, seemed to support this despairing opinion. The trust, controlling most of the
sugar refineries in the United States, purchased stock in four Philadelphia refineries and attained practical
monopoly. In its opinion denying the suit to set aside these purchases, the court held that the monopoly, if
any existed, was a monopoly of the production of sugar within the State and not of its sale or commerce
among the States: and monopoly of production bore only an incidental and indirect relation to commerce,
and accordingly was not within the prohibition of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.13 The way seemed clear for
a decision going the full length of the Attorney-General’s opinion; but in 1897 and 1898 the court faced the
question of constitutionality and upheld the act. A number of interstate railways combined in the Trans-
Missouri Freight Association and the Joint Traffic Association “for the purpose of mutual protection by
establishing and maintaining reasonable rates.” In its opinion declaring these agreements a violation of the
Anti-Trust Act, the court held that the act forbade all agreements, whether the restraint was reasonable or
unreasonable, and that such an act was within the power of Congress.14 The question raised by the Knight
case concerning the scope of the act— which in terms included all interstate commerce —remained to be
solved. The definition made by the successive decisions was devious, even to lawyers. An association doing
business in the Kansas City stock-yards, partly in Kansas and partly in Missouri, whose members received
livestock from other States, sold them, and after deducting charges, accounted to the owners for the pro-
ceeds, was held by the court to be engaged in business of local and not interstate character, and so not subject
to the Anti-Trust Act.15 In the case of another association in Kansas City whose members purchased live-
stock on the market—instead of selling on commission as in the former case,—the court refused to say
whether the business were of an interstate character; and decided that the rules of the association, against
which the suit of the Government was directed, so remotely affected interstate commerce that they could not
be regarded as a restraint of trade.16

In the midst of these nice distinctions, it is easy to understand why the advisory counsel of the Indus-
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trial Commission warned the members not to undertake a definition of interstate commerce. Within the
clearly defined field of interstate commerce, the Anti-Trust Act was effective enough. The Addyston Pipe
Pool, composed of manufacturers of cast-iron pipe supplying thirty-six States, had agreed not to compete
among themselves: whenever bids were called for, the pool set the price and assigned the job to the manufac-
turer that gave the highest bonus for it, while the other members put in higher bids to maintain the appear-
ance of competition. This combination, directly restraining the sale of pipe between the States, was peremp-
torily broken up by the enforcement of the Anti-Trust Act.17 The greater number of trusts, however, were in
the position of the sugar trust or the live-stock associations of Kansas City—sufficiently complex in their
operations to prove themselves local enterprises when the jurisdiction of the Federal Anti-Trust Act was
invoked, and to appear demonstrably interstate businesses when State anti-trust acts became harassing. “The
cases,” complained Attorney-General Knox, “show how little is now left for the statute to operate upon. It is
not enough, it seems, that a trust or corporation owning corporations exists or that it is engaged in interstate
or foreign commerce, for its mere engaging in commerce is not prohibited, or that it monopolises production
throughout the country, or that it is formed to restrain or monopolise business within a State, or that by any
of these things it indirectly affects interstate commerce with a practical restraint or monopoly, to bring the
corporation or its particular transaction within the emphatic clauses or under the drastic penalties of the anti-
trust law. What seems necessary is to establish, by legal proof in court, a combination for the direct or
restraining of what is strictly interstate commerce, and to prove this against combinations whose affairs are
conducted upon the best legal advice as to what is and what is not obnoxious to the law, by methods secret or
ingeniously contrived to avoid the letter of the law.”

The Evolution of the Common Law: from Loose Combination to Single Ownership

Side by side with decisions of the State courts construing State anti-trust laws, and of the Federal courts
construing the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, had quietly grown up a body of common-law authority of far greater
import. The definitions of monopoly and of restraint of trade evolved by the common law took on new
significance when applied to new conditions: in connection with a few old principles of law, they accom-
plished more than the much-discussed statutes. The course of combination, it has appeared, was from the
pool to the “trust agreement”; from the “trust agreement” to the “holding-corporation” owning only the
stock of the constituent companies; and from the “holding-corporation” to the absorbing or purchasing
corporation owning the actual plant and properties of the constituent companies. This progress from loose
combination to single ownership, it must now be shown, was due to the growing body of common-law
decisions. Starting with the simple rule, that acts which constituted monopoly and restraint of trade, when
done by individuals, constituted the same offences, when committed by corporations; and with the further
rule, elementary in corporation law, that a partnership of corporations is illegal; the common law, step by
step, had forced combination to a sounder basis. A corporation engaged in manufacturing cotton-seed oil
entered a pool and entrusted its management for two years to the committee of the pool: had the result been
a monopoly of the product, the transaction would have been punished as criminal; since the corporation had
attempted to form a partnership, the court held that, regardless of the question of monopoly and restraint of
trade, the contract was void.18 Had the contracting party been an individual, instead of a corporation, the
contract would have fallen within the definition of the restraint of trade, and for that reason become unen-
forceable. By such reasoning, the common law made the pool form of combination impossible. The share-
holders of several sugar refineries handed their stock over to a board of trustees, and received in exchange
“trust certificates.” The shareholders, by their unanimous action, however, had in effect brought about a
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partnership between the several corporations; and for this reason their charters were annulled and the Sugar
Refineries Company failed.19 Since the result of their transaction was a monopoly of the product, it was
punishable as criminal; and had the result of their act been unreasonably to restrain trade—as the proceed-
ings against the Standard Oil Trust showed,—the transaction would have been held void.20 Concerning the
validity of “holding-corporations,” also, the common law was pronounced. The Chicago Gas Trust Com-
pany, which sought to control the gas companies of Chicago through ownership of their stock, was held to be
merely a form of agreement between the individual stockholders in unreasonable restraint of trade, and
consequently invalid.21 Only in those States where anti-trust legislation had not been passed, where public
policy favored combination, and where corporation laws specifically granted power to purchase stock of
other corporations were “holding-corporations” valid. These conditions, however, were assembled in New
Jersey and Delaware: and as ninety-five per cent of the trusts were incorporated in these States, while out-
side their domicile-State the question of their validity was unlikely to arise, these two snug-harbors seemed
sufficient. Regarding the validity of purchasing corporations, which bought not the stock but the properties
of their constituent companies, the common law showed a division of authority. The Diamond Match Com-
pany, which had bought outright the properties of most of the concerns engaged in the manufacture of
matches, was declared in Michigan to be an illegal monopoly.22 In New Jersey, on the other hand, the
Trenton Potteries Company, which had purchased most of the potteries manufacturing sanitary ware in the
United States, was held entirely legal.23 By the trend of common-law decisions, the pool and the “trust
agreement” were clearly illegal; the “holding-corporation” in most jurisdictions was illegal; and the absorb-
ing or purchasing corporation was illegal according as an individual, possessing in similar degree the control
of the commodity, would come within the common-law definition of monopoly.

The Futility and Laxity of State and Federal Legislation

In 1902, the Industrial Commission reviewed in its Final Report the State and the Federal legislation, and the
decisions interpreting the statute and the common law regulating trusts: “In the United States,” it said, “there
has been much legislation regarding industrial combinations, but very little seems to have had much ef-
fect.... The common law is sufficient to enable learned judges to protect the welfare of the people against
monopolies that can be clearly proved against public policy.” Two features of the situation strongly im-
pressed the Commission: the effectiveness of the common law as contrasted with the existing statute law;
and the increasing laxity of State corporation laws, which more than neutralised the added penalties of anti-
trust statutes. “It is a striking fact,” the Commission deplored, “that not one of these statutes aims specially
at securing publicity regarding the business of the large industrial combinations, through detailed reports, in
order that the publicity itself may prove a remedial measure.... The corporation laws of the several States of
the United States have been generally drafted so as to encourage as much as possible the organisation of
corporations. It is important to observe that when any State has put conservative restrictions upon corpora-
tions, either as to their formation or their management, other States have taken advantage of the situation and
enacted such liberal laws that corporations have removed to them from other States. Two or three States
have, apparently for the sake of securing a certain revenue easily collected, bid against each other by offer-
ing more liberal inducements to corporations. This demoralising tendency in corporation legislation and the
great variety of corporation laws in our forty-five States and four Territories make the task of controlling
corporations exceedingly difficult. The Federal Constitution does not permit any State to interfere with
commerce between the States, so that, however wise and careful one State may be in its corporation legisla-
tion, it cannot prevent interstate corporations of other States from engaging in interstate commerce.”
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The Activity of Attorney-General Knox

Still another informing view was afforded in the conditions revealed by Attorney-General Knox. Early in
1902, the Interstate Commerce Commission reported that certain railways of the Middle West had for years
unlawfully granted to favoured grain-buyers rates lower than those imposed upon smaller dealers, so that at
the present time there was practically only one buyer on each system, who prevented competition and arbi-
trarily fixed the price for the producer. At the same time, the Commission reported similar abuses in the
carrying of packed meats and of cotton. Immediately the Attorney-General asked for injunctions restraining
these practices as violations of the Federal Anti-Trust Act and of the Interstate Commerce Act, and tempo-
rary injunctions were granted. Unusual changes in the price of meats directed attention to the six great meat-
packers of the country—commonly known as the “Beef Trust.” At the request of the Attorney-General,
these concerns were restrained from collusively raising and lowering prices through their agents, from re-
quiring their purchasing agents not to bid against one another, and from the practice of bidding up the price
of live-stock for a few days to induce large shipments and then ceasing when the shipments arrived. In 1901,
the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern railways, the only competitors for the traffic for most of the
States they traversed, purchased the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy system; and immediately after, the
principal shareholders of these two great roads organised the Northern Securities Company, whose
$400,000,000 was to be used in purchasing the stock of the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern rail-
ways. Relying on the Anti-Trust Act, the Attorney-General proceeded against the Northern Securities Com-
pany, the two railway companies, and the principal stockholders, and asked for an injunction restraining the
“holding-corporation” from exercising control over the railway companies. In his three attacks on combina-
tion, the Attorney-General revealed new embarrassments in the enforcement of anti-trust legislation. In
attempting to restrain discriminations in the grain, the meat, and the cotton traffic, he found that the law had
penalties for the railroads that granted discriminations, but none for the favoured shippers who had been
enabled to crowd out all competitors and to attain trust proportions. In pressing the suits against the meat-
packers and the Northern Securities Company, he found the ordinary progress of the courts too dilatory for
public convenience. In each prosecution the secrecy attending the operation of the trusts defied investiga-
tion. In a letter to the chairman of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, January 3, 1903, the Attorney-
General reviewed the situation and called attention to its difficulties.

The Failure of Old Remedies and the Need for New

The result of sixteen years’ experience in the control of combination—from the Interstate Commerce Act of
1887 till the letter of Attorney-General Knox in 1903, — was disappointment. State anti-trust legislation, so
far as it served to regulate trusts, had merely restated the common law. Federal anti-trust legislation, by
overstepping the common law and declaring combination in reasonable restraint of trade illegal, had pro-
vided a weapon too dangerous to the innocent to be freely used against the guilty. The common law alone, by
driving combination from the loose pool to the single purchasing corporation, had really curbed the trusts.
State legislation, which controlled only such trusts as incorporated or were engaged in local business within
its jurisdiction, missed most of the combinations: ninety-five per cent of the trusts were incorporated where
there were no anti-trust statutes, and practically all were ready to prove themselves engaged in interstate and
not in local business. Federal legislation, applying only to interstate commerce, had been so narrowly inter-
preted that every manufacturing trust might reasonably hope to escape. While State and Federal legislation
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seemed likely to fall of its own weight, the States of New Jersey, Delaware, and West Virginia, by passing
no anti-trust measures and by relaxing their corporation laws to unprecedented extremes, provided refuge
for the trusts and neutralised what force remained in State and Federal anti-trust statutes. In the uneven
contest between the “charter-granting” States and the antitrust legislation, the former protected combina-
tions under their charters. By their incorporation fees and franchise taxes, they obtained a revenue that
neighbouring States already coveted— and with envy there came a deterioration in the corporation laws of
other States. Sixteen years of experience of attempted regulation had added new evils. Larger than ever, the
question loomed in the public mind: Under the Constitution, which provides for a division of authority
between the Federal and the State governments, how may the ills of practical monopoly and the ills of
present trust organisation, which have thus far not proved self-corrective, be cured by statute?

The Recommendations of the Industrial Commission and of Attorney-General Knox:
1902–1903

The Preliminary Report of the Industrial Commission in 1900, the Final Report in 1902, and the letter of
Attorney-General Knox in 1903 all advised certain Federal measures in the direction of trust regulation.
They suggested that the Interstate Commerce Act be so amended that shippers profiting by discriminations
might come within its penalties. They advised an act to expedite decisions in prosecutions under the Inter-
state Commerce Act and the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. They united in support of a statute requiring publicity
for all trusts engaged in interstate commerce. Acting upon this advice, Congress in 1903 passed the meas-
ures recommended. The Elkins Law facilitated prosecutions under the Interstate Commerce Act, by provid-
ing that not only the agents but also railroad corporations which grant discriminations should be punishable:
by this means, the agent who testified to the discrimination might be released as a Government witness from
prosecution, while the offending corporation might still be held. It also made the shipper who accepted rates
below the published schedule jointly liable in every case with the railroad. During the same week, an act to
expedite the determination of cases involving the Interstate Commerce Act and the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
was passed, pursuant to the recommendation of the Attorney-General. By the Nelson Amendment to the act
creating the Department of Commerce, a Bureau of Corporations was organised, whose commissioner should
have power, under the direction of the Secretary, to make “diligent investigation” into the management of
corporations engaged in interstate or foreign commerce (railroads excepted), and to publish “as much thereof
as the President may direct.” The more radical recommendations of the Industrial Commission and of the
Attorney-General were not enacted. No attempt was made to redistribute the control of trusts between the
State and the Federal governments. Restricted as the scope of the Anti-Trust Act had been, no attempt was
made to enlarge the narrow confines fixed by judicial decision. “If the Sher-man Act exhausts the power of
Congress over monopolies,” the Attorney-General had said, “the American people find themselves hope-
lessly impotent, facing a situation fraught with the most alarming possibilities with which neither the Fed-
eral nor State governments can deal.” Yet, beyond stopping an obvious gap in the Interstate Commerce Act
and providing for more speedy determination of anti-trust suits, no statutory remedy was provided. The
report of the Industrial Commission, accompanied by four volumes relating to combinations, had impres-
sively shown the complexities of the trusts. The activity of the Attorney-General had shown how bewilder-
ing were the embarrassments of trust regulation, under the peculiar division of power between the Federal
and State governments which the Constitution imposes. As the difficulties of the problem became more
clearly defined, suggestion grew more sober and cautious. Anti-trust legislation by the States, combined
with irresponsibility in State corporation laws, had quite bungled in the regulation of trusts: the Sherman
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Anti-Trust Act and the Interstate Commerce Act, even when amended, were narrow and uncertain in their
operation. The common law, which had driven trade combination from the pool to the “trust agreement,”
and from the trust agreement to the “holding-corporation,” was now so overlaid with cumbering anti-trust
legislation that its direction seemed ambiguous. Any ultimate answer to the trust question must involve the
governmental principles and the commercial forces of the nation. By bringing home the transcending impor-
tance of the problem, the report of the Industrial Commission accomplished the first step in its solution. By
the activity with which he turned to account the slender legislation at his disposal, the Attorney-General
achieved a further step.

The Decision of the Northern Securities Case: 1903

Under the provisions of the act expediting suits based on the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, the Circuit Court of
Appeals determined in April, 1903, the suit of the Attorney-General against the Northern Securities Com-
pany, the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific railways and the principal stockholders of these railways.
Individuals owning a majority of the stock in the two competing railways had organised the Northern Secu-
rities Company, had sold to the latter their railway stock, and had received in payment the stock of Northern
Securities Company. Like all “holding-corporations,” the Northern Securities Company voted the stock of
the two constituent companies, elected to the separate boards of directors representatives who prevented
competition between the two railways, and entirely controlled the two systems. This was in effect a combi-
nation among the organisers of the Northern Securities Company to restrain competition between the Great
Northern and the Northern Pacific railroads, and to monopolise through the incorporation of the Northern
Securities Company the transportation facilities of the Northwest. The fact that these individuals had ingen-
iously put the control of the railway companies into one legal entity, the “holding-corporation,” instead of
keeping it in the combination of individual ownership, did not change the sin of combination. Under the
cover of incorporating, these men had combined to restrain trade and to monopolise transportation. Superfi-
cially, the Northern Securities Company seemed merely an individual—a big shareholder owning ninety-six
per cent of the stock of the Great Northern and seventy-six per cent of the stock of the Northern Pacific
railways. Really, the owners of the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific railroads, combining to form the
Northern Securities Company and becoming the owners of the “holding-corporation,” by acting together,
had first of all constituted a combination among themselves; and, after the Northern Securities Company
was organised, by controlling the two railroads through the “holding-corporation,” they had created a com-
bination between the Northern Securities Company, the Great Northern, and the Northern Pacific railroads.
Just as the cloak of the “trust agreement” did not shelter the parties thereto from the penalties of combination
in restraint of trade, so the cloak of a fictitious legal entity could not protect the incorporators from the
consequences of their combination with intent to monopolise. The fact that the charter of the Northern
Securities Company granted by New Jersey enabled the corporation to hold stock in any other company did
not save the case. So far as it affected interstate commerce the “holding-corporation” was subject to Federal
law: since the Sherman Anti-Trust Act had declared the purpose of the incorporators to be contrary to public
policy and forbidden, no protection could be afforded by the terms of the charter. Accordingly, the Northern
Securities Company was forbidden to vote the shares of the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific rail-
ways, and was permitted to return its holdings to their former owners.24

The significance of this case in the outlook for trust regulation was considerable. Although it arose
under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, the case was determined upon the logic of familiar common-law princi-
ples. Every jurisdiction can prevent, by common-law remedies, if there be no statute, the use of any property
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within its territory by any person in a way injurious to public welfare. The common law declares that com-
bination to monopolise or unreasonably to restrain trade is injurious to public welfare. The Sherman Anti-
Trust Act declares that combination to monopolise or in any way to restrain trade is injurious to public
welfare. By either standard the combination of two parallel railway systems, which have always competed
and have been forbidden to combine through their charters and by the States through which they pass, is
injurious to public welfare. Both at common law and by the Anti-Trust Act, the combination effected through
the Northern Securities Company was illegal. The limits of the decision, however, must be noticed. Had
State legislatures and railway charters expressed no fear for the public welfare, the common law might well
have determined that the Northern Securities Company had merely such monopoly as is inevitable in public
carrying, and was only a combination in reasonable restraint of trade. In the absence of expressed fear for the
public welfare, the monopoly of the Northern Securities Company would probably not have been in viola-
tion of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act: but since the act forbade combination in restraint of trade, reasonable or
unreasonable, the court might have found it hard to hold the Northern Securities Company legal. It was this
conclusion that, in the opinion of some, threatened the validity of all recent railroad consolidation. But the
difficulty seems unreal. Railroad consolidation effected by outright purchase of properties, by lease or by
purchase of stock, has in most cases been specifically authorised both by the railway charters and by all the
States concerned: from this evidence, the disproof of any restraint of trade is almost conclusive. The deci-
sion in the case of the Northern Securities Company added no new doctrine to the law. Further than to state
the application of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act to a combination of individuals working under corporate
charter, it did not enlarge the scope of trust regulation. By its elucidation of principles at a time when they
were most obscured: by its assimilation of the “holding-corporation” to the illegal “trust agreement,” and its
statement of the common-law rules that make both invalid: and by the pregnant differences between combi-
nation under common law and combination under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, which the opinion of the
court suggested by these traits, the decision did much to determine the outlook for trust regulation.



Chapter Six: The Outlook for Trust Regulation
Trust regulation—like every statutory remedy —is circumscribed by the constitutional powers of govern-
ment. To understand proposed antitrust legislation one must first know the limits bounding the authority of
the State legislatures and Congress. The Constitution conferred upon Congress power “to regulate com-
merce with foreign nations and among the several States,” and left to the several State legislatures the
regulation of all other commerce. If a company be engaged in local business and not in interstate commerce,
it is subject only to the control of the State of its creation. A foreign company, however, admitted within a
State, may also be treated as a corporation of its own creation. In other words, a business company becomes
subject to the laws of any State into which it goes, and within that State its operations may be regulated even
to the extent of prohibiting it from doing business. On the other hand, if it be engaged in interstate com-
merce, Congress alone may regulate it; nor can any State usurp that power by denying to the company the
right to do business within the State or by controlling its interstate trade. Wherever the affairs of the concern
are in any direct way connected with interstate commerce, the State has no control. Precisely where this
distinguishing line between State and Federal authority runs, however, is difficult to say. Over its domestic
corporations, by the powers generally reserved in the State constitution, the State can exercise any control
short of confiscating the property without due process of law: it can impose limits to the amount and kind of
property the corporation can acquire, determine the amount of stock, the method of paying for it, the method
of transfer, the liability of members, and can provide that the corporation do business only within the State,
or only without it. In dealing with foreign corporations, however, the line between State and Federal author-
ity must be narrowly observed. Coming into a State and establishing an office to carry on regularly the
corporate business is not interstate commerce, but is local business within the State; so, too, is the manufac-
ture and sale of goods within the State, even though the concern has distributed its plant over several States
or intends to export all of its output: over these, the State and not Congress has control. On the other hand,
selling or contracting to sell in one State to be shipped to another State, or invading another State with
travelling men and selling therein is not local business within the State, but interstate commerce: over these,
Congress and not the State has control. The States can regulate manufacturing corporations, but cannot
regulate interstate trading corporations. The Federal Government can regulate interstate trading corpora-
tions, but cannot regulate manufacturing corporations. Most trusts, unhappily, are both manufacturing and
trading corporations. Thirty States, two Territories, and the Federal Government have passed laws to regu-
late them: and three States, by incorporating the very combinations which anti-trust legislation has sought to
control, have neutralised this regulation.
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Constitutional Amendment, Placing All Commerce under Federal Control

As a relief from the scattered control of State and Federal governments a constitutional amendment giving
Congress complete power over all commerce has been suggested. This plan was recommended in 1897 by
the New York Trust Committee, and has been urged upon Congress by Mr. Jenkins, the chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee. Such a change, to quote the Industrial Commission, “would prove centralising
to a degree to most people unthought of in connection with our form of government.” The entire business of
the country would be removed from under the supervision of State officials— legislative, executive, and
judicial—and placed under the control of Federal officers. Most of the business now done in the State courts
would be transferred to Federal jurisdiction. The State judiciary, which has best expounded the business law
of the community, and for more than a century has been the chief strength of the States in the Federal system,
would lose its authority and its importance. Indeed, the very principle of combination against which it is
directed would seem to be strengthened by such centralisation. Less radical suggestions have more recently
been made. For purposes of comparison these may be grouped under three propositions: First, the Federal
Government by act of Congress may give the States larger—perhaps exclusive—control of corporations
engaged in interstate commerce. Second, the Federal Government may assume a larger—perhaps exclu-
sive—control of corporations engaged in interstate commerce. Third, the present system of control by State
and Federal governments may be continued with greater harmony of action and stricter control of the trusts.

The Extension of State Control over Interstate Commerce

Congress may legally grant to the States the control of the companies engaged in interstate commerce.
Congress in the past has empowered the States so far to interfere with interstate commerce as to forbid the
sale of liquors imported into the State, and to subject explosives in transit through a State to the laws of the
State. In like manner, as Professor Huff cut advised the Industrial Commission, an act of Congress might
allow the laws of a State to control interstate trading companies. With this obstruction removed, the States
could protect themselves by their own laws against trusts. As Mr. Stimson, advisory counsel of the Industrial
Commission, suggested, the States might require the foreign corporation to comply with certain conditions
in its organisation —require its stock to be paid in cash, for instance, fix its debt below a certain limit, and
make its directors or stockholders liable for its debt. Restrictions upon a foreign corporation doing interstate
business might thus be made far greater than those on domestic corporations doing a local business: all
corporations endeavouring to destroy local competition might be excluded from the State. “From the legal
point of view,” says the Industrial Commission, “such a remedy may be possible. To allow, however, each
separate State to fix its own regulations for interstate commerce within its borders would, it is clear, result in
a great variety of laws more or less conflicting in their nature, which would naturally hamper business. Some
States, where there is a strong antitrust prejudice, might go to the length of denying, to large corporations
obnoxious to their views, the right to engage in business in the State at all. Moreover, the purpose of such
legislation might be easily evaded. The corporation might sell its product, or portions of it, to an individual
who could bill the goods all over the United States; there would be no constitutional method of preventing it.
From these reasons it would seem that, at any rate until other methods had been tried, it would not be
advisable to adopt this plan, as great confusion of legislation would result.”
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The Enlargement of the Power of Congress over Interstate Commerce: The Exclusion of
Trusts from Interstate Commerce

Congress may legally assume a larger—perhaps exclusive—control of corporations engaged in interstate
commerce. In this direction, several specific measures have been proposed within the last two years. “Many
have thought,” says the Industrial Commission, “that injurious monopoly on the part of our industrial com-
binations might be destroyed through the destruction of the business itself, by forbidding to such combina-
tions the use of the mails. Such a provision would practically destroy the business of any great corporation,
and would, therefore, result indirectly in destroying the monopoly.” Attorney-General Knox, also, recom-
mended that a penalty be imposed upon the interstate transportation of goods made by monopolies, and that
power be given to the Federal courts to restrain such transportation at the Government’s suit. The anti-trust
measures, proposed in 1903 by Congressman Little-field and Senator Hoar, forbade to over-capitalised
corporations and to companies which in any way restrained competition the use of the facilities of interstate
commerce. Whether such exclusion from interstate commerce be legal has been questioned: the fact that
Congress can constitutionally exclude lottery tickets from the mails has convinced Professor Huffcut that a
similar anti-trust statute would be constitutional; the advisory counsel of the Industrial Commission, how-
ever, has doubted the analogy between lottery tickets, which intrinsically are obnoxious, and wholesome
commodities of trade whose only fault is that they originated with the trust. That Congress could impress
upon a necessity of life so permanent a condemnation that an individual might be forbidden to export it from
one State to another seemed to him incredible. Were the legality of such a law settled, there would still be
left the eternal questions—what is over-capitalisation, when is monopoly proved, and where is interstate
commerce?

The Taxation of Trusts upon Their Interstate Business

Another suggestion in the direction of larger control by Congress has been to tax corporations upon their
interstate business. “Congress may,” suggested the Industrial Commission, “besides levying a tax upon
them, lay other conditions without the fulfilment of which State corporations would be forbidden to engage
in interstate commerce. It may prescribe conditions which would in all probability prevent many, if not
most, of the abuses which come from our great combinations, so far as they are engaged in interstate busi-
ness. If it appears that the danger of monopolistic control increases with the size of corporations and the
extent of their businesses, a franchise tax might readily be made progressive in its rates, and thus give back
to the public, through this partial bearing of the burdens of government, some of the gains of monopoly.”
Accordingly, the Commission recommended “that an annual franchise tax be imposed upon all State corpo-
rations engaged in interstate commerce, calculated upon the gross earnings of each corporation from its
interstate business; that the minimum rate of such tax be low, but that the rate be gradually increased with
increases in earnings.” As explained by Professor Jenks, the expert of the Commission, the Commission
hoped by this means to gain information rather than revenue: “the investigation of the business of each
corporation would be of necessity so thorough that the Government would readily obtain all the knowledge
necessary for holding the corporation rigidly to legal action and for prescribing what seemed to be wise
measures for future control.” The constitutionality of such a regulation is certain: its expediency, however,
has been doubted. So far as getting information was an object, the end has already been attained by the
Nelson Amendment creating a Bureau of Corporations in the Department of Commerce. The tax, as Mr.
Stimson pointed out, could be evaded: “corporations which do both an interstate and a State business would
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put their unprofitable transactions into the interstate business through the device of selling through an agent,
and their really fat contracts they could keep within State lines.” Finally, the eternal question recurs— what
is interstate commerce?

Permissive Federal Incorporation Laws for Companies Engaged in Interstate Commerce

In still another way, it has been suggested that Congress assume control of interstate trading corporations.
As this plan applies squarely to the difficulty of defining interstate commerce, it has the merit of novelty.
Original with Mr. James B. Dill, a corporation lawyer of New York, and endorsed by the Industrial Commis-
sion, this plan aims to organise, under Federal incorporation laws, companies engaged in interstate com-
merce. To attempt in such an act a definition of interstate commerce, or to raise the question by enforcing the
act upon all corporations engaged in interstate commerce, the Industrial Commission found, would be fatal.
But to pass a statute incorporating “any State corporation engaged in interstate commerce or any number of
citizens of the United States desirous of forming a corporation for the purpose of engaging in interstate
commerce” would avoid both difficulties. The statute would be permissive, not mandatory: and to induce
interstate trading corporations to declare themselves such, and to come under the control of Congress, Mr.
Dill and Mr. Stimson have suggested persuasive allurements. These corporations, like the national banks,
would be allowed to sue or be impleaded in either Federal or State courts; they would not be subject to
taxation by a State except for property within the State; they would report annually to Federal officers the
situs of their property, and, paying taxes according to this report, would be saved double taxation, would be
free from State attack, and be allowed the exclusive use of the word “national.” Under the present confused
tax systems of the various States, not only are the variations troublesome, but the blackmail and “strike-
bills” to which corporations are subject are very expensive. Even though the Federal tax were heavier than
the present, the promise of a uniform, honest levy would induce companies to incorporate under Federal law.
Speaking from wide experience, Mr. Dill—corporation counsel, as he described himself, “of organisations
whose aggregate capital would run from $500,000,000 to $1,000,000,000” —together with the vice-presi-
dent of the Standard Oil Company and the chairman of the American Steel and Wire Company urged this
plan upon the Industrial Commission. Once brought within Federal jurisdiction, as Mr. Dill pointed out, the
law could enforce reports to the stockholders and subject the corporation to national supervision. Such a
statute is generally conceded to be constitutional. “The system of exclusive Federal control,” said Professor
Huffcut, “would seem the logical outcome of the constitutional provision giving to Congress the power to
regulate interstate commerce. I am even disposed to think that it will be the ultimate solution of the present
problem.” Against this plan, it has been urged that the centralisation of business under Federal control would
bring about the consequences already apprehended from constitutional amendment. Anxiety has also been
expressed lest the great corporations influence a greater laxity in a Federal incorporation act that now pre-
vails in State corporation laws. Professor Jenks, replying to these objections, has suggested that by following
the precedent of the National Banking Act and providing that suits be brought in either Federal or State
courts, centralisation in the Federal judiciary may be avoided. The legislation of Congress relating to na-
tional banks and to corporations in Porto Rico seems to promise a greater strictness, under Federal control,
than prevails in any of the States.
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The Prohibition of Underselling in Competitive Markets

The present system of control by State and Federal governments may be continued with greater harmony of
action and stricter control of the trusts. As the least radical of the three great lines of action proposed, this
last, in one form or another, has been most often urged. Certain forms of control suggested, however, have
been quite as drastic as any that have been proposed in the other two lines of action. Foremost in the public
mind has been the proposal that destructive competition be made criminal. The Industrial Commission
recommended “that stringent laws be enacted by Congress and by the several State legislatures, making both
penal and criminal the vicious practice of discriminating between customers and cutting rates or prices in
one locality below those which prevail generally, for the purpose of destroying local competition.” The
Attorney-General urged Congress to direct legislation against “discrimination in prices as against competi-
tors in particular localities, resorted to for the purpose of destroying competition in interstate and foreign
trade.” The measures advocated in 1903 by Senator Hoar and Congressman Littlefield forbade the facilities
of interstate commerce to corporations which attempt to establish monopoly by lowering prices where com-
petition is threatened, or in any manner whatever prevent competition. Professor John B. Clark, of Columbia
University, has traced the evils of trusts to the practices of giving rebates to dealers who handle only trust-
made goods, of cutting prices below cost in the territory of rivals while selling at full price elsewhere, and of
cutting prices below cost on the one grade or style which the competitor makes: statutes against these prac-
tices, he suggests, would cure the ills of practical monopoly. A specific illustration of such a statute is
Section 4 of the Anti-Trust Bill proposed in 1903 by Senator Hoar. “Every person, corporation, joint-stock
company, or other association engaged in commerce with foreign nations or among the several States, who
shall enter into any contract, combination, or conspiracy, or who shall give any direction or authority to do
any act for the purpose of driving out of business any person engaged therein, or who for such purpose shall
in the course of such commerce sell any article or product at less than its fair market value or at a less price
than it is accustomed to demand or receive therefor in any other place under like conditions, or who shall sell
any article upon a condition, contract, or undertaking that it shall not be sold again by the purchaser, or
restrain such sale by the purchaser, shall be deemed guilty of misdemeanour, and on conviction thereof shall
be punished by a fine not exceeding $5,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both said punish-
ments, in the discretion of the court.” To such a regulation grave objections have been urged. The sale of
goods “upon a condition, contract, or undertaking that they shall not be sold again” is in some businesses
considered unavoidable. The sale of goods “at less than fair market value or at a less price than it is accus-
tomed to receive therefor in any other place under like conditions,” as has appeared in an earlier chapter, is
among the most common practices of business. “A small flouring mill in southern New York,” said an
expert of the Industrial Commission, “sells flour in its own town, in Oswego and Elmira, N. Y., in Wilkesbarre
and Scranton, Pa., and in Phillipsburg and Dover, N. J. It is engaged in interstate commerce. It must sell in
the face of the competition of the great Minneapolis mills and of the so-called flour trust. Freight-rates from
Minneapolis are substantially the same to all these points; in them all, flour of the same brand sells at
practically the same price. The local New York miller must meet these prices, freights included. In conse-
quence, as his freights differ, he sells to each town at a different rate. His profits from each differ. He does
not sell to all at the same rate and then add the freight as does his great rival. If the law of no discrimination
is enforced on him in the same way as on the trust —and the law can be no respecter of persons,— he is
confined to his local New York market, cannot sell enough to keep his mill running, and stops. The act
indicated, rigidly enforced, would close hundreds of small mills in all sections of the country, and would
stop thousands of men in other lines.” Along the same line of attack the constitutionality of such a statute has
been assailed. The right to acquire property—and with it the right of business competition—is guaranteed by
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the Constitution. By the custom of business and, as appeared from the language of the judge in an earlier
chapter, by the sanction of the courts, business competition includes not only “driving out of business any
other person engaged therein,” but also the practices named by the statute. Since both intent and means
penalised by the statute appear among the privileges guaranteed by the Constitution, the validity of the
statute seems open to question: and after settling these questions of expediency and validity, the obstacle of
all compulsory regulation of interstate commerce remains: what is interstate commerce?

The Effect upon Trusts of Reducing the Tariff: Export Prices Lower than Domestic
Prices

The coincidence of combinations in several highly protected industries has added great force to the plan of
curing the trusts by reforming the tariff. The oft-quoted remark of Mr. Havemeyer that the tariff is the
mother of all trusts was plausible, upon the further testimony of Mr. Havemeyer that he would not have
risked putting his refineries into the trust had there not been a high protective tariff on sugar. By giving home
producers a monopoly of the home market, the tariff allows such producers monopoly profits. Monopoly
profits, however, belong to the entire protective industry: the proportion enjoyed by the protected trust is in
no wise increased over that of its protected competitor. So far as it prevents the importation of goods, the
Industrial Commission found, the tariff helps the trust together with its competitors. The experience of
England shows that combination is at work even under free trade. Industries like the tin-plate manufacture,
which can exist only by the tariff, or like the steel manufacture, which are excessively protected by the tariff,
naturally owe their profits, in whole or in part, to protective duties. All of the profit of the American Tin
Plate Company, five-sevenths of the profit of the American Steel and Wire Company, and one-half the profit
of the United States Steel Corporation is attributed to the tariff. Accordingly, the suggestion was made to the
Industrial Commission that the President be empowered to reduce by proclamation the duties in industries
controlled by the trusts. The fact was overlooked that in each of these industries the competitors of the trusts
owe the same proportion of profits to the protective tariff. “To remove the tariff as a punitive measure
directed against trusts,” said President Roosevelt in his message of 1902, “would inevitably result in ruin to
the weaker competitors who are struggling against them.” The striking use, however, which certain trusts
have made of their tariff advantage has aroused hostile comment. The United States Steel Corporation, by
the admission of its president, exported steel for $23 per ton, while for the same goods it charged home
consumers $28 per ton. The American Tobacco Company has fixed the export price of certain cigarettes
lower than the domestic price. In defence of this practice, Mr. Schwab has said that the surplus cannot be
disposed of at the home price and that a price must be made to sell the goods: if the plants were not kept
running at full capacity, he argued, the cost of production would be increased until the domestic price would
be greater than at present. Whatever be the validity of this reasoning, before the Industrial Commission the
practice was most enthusiastically defended by independent manufacturers. The president of the Sloss-
Sheffield Iron and Steel Company considered it justifiable to sell abroad at lower prices, as an alternative to
shutting down American mills. The vice-president of Jones & Laughlin Limited testified to the general
practice among manufacturers of exporting at prices lower than home prices: in the case of his own com-
pany, this difference was generally one or two dollars. Even in the home market, it was shown, such a
practice is common. Eagerness to extend his market induces the Chicago manufacturer to fix prices for
Omaha customers relatively lower than for Peoria customers; and for Denver dealers lower than for Omaha;
and for San Francisco dealers lower than for Denver. The International Paper Company—a notable excep-
tion to the rule—has been able to export at prices largely in excess of domestic prices. Reduction of export
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prices, if indeed it be an evil, and excessive profits in protected industries are common to trusts and to
independent concerns. They are both due to the protective tariff, and abound in equal persistence among the
trusts and among their competitors. “The question of regulation of the trusts,” again to quote President
Roosevelt, “stands apart from the question of tariff revision.” The Standard Oil Company, with no tariff
protection whatever, is stronger than any trust in the protected steel and tin-plate industries. Evils common
to an entire protected industry can be cured by tariff revision: if very deep-rooted—as in some instances
appears likely—they can best be cured by removing the duty and destroying the industry. As a specific
remedy for the evils in trusts, however, tariff revision does not seem practicable.

The Enforcement of Publicity

Less drastic, and in the direction already taken by creating a Bureau of Corporations in the Department of
Commerce, is the enforcement of publicity. The Nelson Amendment of 1903 substantially followed the
recommendations of the Industrial Commission and of the Attorney-General. The Littlefield Bill, which
passed the House but failed to pass the Senate, provided for more detailed and searching public examination
of interstate trading companies. Such examination, the Industrial Commission found, was not unpopular
among the better established trusts. The president of the Federal Steel Company declared it desirable that all
classes of people should have the fullest possible knowledge of the actual facts concerning great industrial
combinations. “With plenty of investigation and plenty, of discussion,” he remarked concerning illegitimate
trusts, “they will not succeed in the long run.” “I will state broadly,” said Mr. Havemeyer, of the American
Sugar Refining Company, “that where a corporation is dealing particularly in things that are essential to the
benefit of mankind—clothing, fuel, oil, sugar, rice, food—anything which is peculiarly, as I have described
it, of a quasi-public character, it would be beneficial to the public to have them all under governmental
superintendence.” The desire to be distinguished from the speculative industrials—the same consideration
that urges Federal incorporation—lies at the bottom of this sentiment. The publicity necessary to acquaint
investors and the public with the facts of profits and properties need not, as accountants agree, disclose to
competitors the secrets of the business: the supervision of national banks and of insurance companies bears
witness. Whether, indeed, the public that buys speculative securities will be dissuaded by the publication of
the facts, is a question which has been cynically raised by investors’ journals. The operator in the market and
the foolish investor unacquainted with business seem undeterred by balance-sheets: the success of mining
promoters who report monthly to their victims the receipts, disbursements, and prospects of their properties
proves this. Upon the greater number of investors, however, who belong to neither of these classes, informa-
tion would not seem wasted. To what degree the management of the trusts should be supervised has been
questioned. Congressman Littlefield has proposed to prohibit over-capitalisation. Economists alive to the
reckless neglect of surplus reserve in trust accounting have urged the requirement that, until a certain per-
centage of reserve has been accumulated, not more than one-third the profits should be paid the stockhold-
ers. Since capitalisation is based upon earning capacity, this might better be determined by business men
than by Congress. Since the distribution of profits, except in quasi-public enterprises, is particularly an
individual concern, varying with every industry and every business, the interference of the Government
might be resented as paternal. The needful degree of supervision, however, together with the chance of
evasion by clever bookkeeping, of blackmail by the Government inspectors, and of escape altogether under
the ambiguity of “interstate commerce,” can best be determined after the Bureau of Corporations has been
longer in operation.
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The More Effectual Prevention of Railroad Discrimination: Railroad Pools

Another suggestion, closely following the Elkins Act of 1903, is to strengthen the Interstate Commerce Act
with a view to more effectual prevention of discriminations. As an effort to correct the one evil of practical
monopoly that has not proved self-corrective, this plan deserves special attention. The Cullom Bill, consid-
ered by Congress in 1900 and in the report of the Industrial Commission in 1902, called for a more stringent
publication of rates, an increase of penalties for departure from published rates, and greater powers in the
Interstate Commerce Commission for enforcing the act. By the testimony of railway managers and scientific
experts, the prevention of discriminations could be hastened by allowing the roads to form pools, and thus
avoid the disastrous competition in freight rates that results in individual discrimination. Under railway
pools in the United States, the Industrial Commission found, freight rates had not been maintained at exces-
sive figures, but had actually been reduced. In the leading European countries, pooling has been recognised
as a necessary remedy for ruinous rate-cutting and discrimination: Government roads enter into pools freely
with private lines. “The advocates of pooling,” the Commission reported, “include nearly all the railway
officers who appeared before the Commission. A number of shippers, representatives of commercial bodies,
members of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and other expert students of transportation favour pool-
ing, with the proviso that more effective governmental control than at present be exercised over rates and
pooling contracts.” Legislation in the direction of preventing discriminations has already commenced in
Congress. The specific recommendations of the Industrial Commission and of the Attorney-General are the
basis of legislation now prominently proposed. With public attention focussed on discriminations, the pros-
pect of eliminating the one evil of monopoly grows increasingly bright. So confident is Attorney-General
Knox of this remedy, that he advises relaxing the prohibitions of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. The act in
effect prohibits all combinations in restraint of interstate commerce, whether reasonable or unreasonable.
With the caution of a sound lawyer —and in this he is followed by most thoughtful students—Mr. Knox
advises the toleration of partial or even complete restraints of trade wherever reasonable. “If the law will
guarantee to the smaller producer protection against piratical methods,” he says, “and keep the highways of
the market open and available to him for the same tolls charged to his powerful competitor, he will manage
to live and thrive to an astonishing degree.”

The Improvement of State Corporation Laws

The remedies so far discussed—assuming the continuance of the present control by State and Federal gov-
ernments—have suggested action by the Federal Government. Excepting the requirement of publicity, none
of these remedies, however, is applicable to the evils of present trust organisation. Scandalous promotion,
over-capitalisation, and unscrupulous management have all been due to lax corporation laws among the
States. As the States have caused these ills, it has been proposed that they mend their corporation laws to
cure them. The Business Companies’ Act, drawn up under the direction of Professor Jenks and Mr. Dill and
recommended in 1900 to the New York Legislature by Governor Roosevelt, has been suggested as a model
of reform. The aim of the proposed act was to give larger privileges, valuable to an honest corporation,
balanced with rigid requirements as to publicity of accounts and responsibility of directors. The privileges
included the right to contract, to acquire, and to sell any kind of property, including its own stock and that of
other corporations: in the issue of stock for property or for services, the value might be determined in the
judgment of the directors. The restrictions, however, were commensurate. A public office must be con-
stantly open, containing for the inspection of stockholders books showing all the members, their holdings
and their transfers; an incorporation certificate must be furnished to anyone for one dollar, showing the
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powers of the directors; a four-fifths vote of the stockholders was necessary to change the business, or to
issue new stock, and the company must purchase at an appraised value the stock of dissenting members
wishing to withdraw; new by-laws were made invalid unless mailed to each stockholder; for inspection at
the annual meeting a corrected list of members and of their holdings must be mailed to members requesting
it; to protect the stockholders against the directors, bonded auditors must be chosen at the annual meeting by
a ballot; any stockholder, on paying ten cents per hundred words, could demand a statement of all salaries,
contracts, and agreements; every increase of salary must be ratified at the annual meeting; directors signing
false statements were liable jointly and severally for the debts of the company; if the annual meeting were
not held at the proper time, salaries ceased until it was held, and the payment of such deduction later was
made unlawful; at the annual meeting any stockholder could demand the record of the directors’ meetings;
every share of stock was collectible at par in cash, unless a contract on file for public inspection in the office
disclosed its consideration—cash, property, or services; every share not issued for cash must have stamped
on its face a notice of the contract and of the total amount so issued; the annual report must show the stock
issued in the previous two years, and whether it were for cash; officials who did not file sworn reports were
ineligible to office for one year; every prospectus or advertisement for selling shares or bonds must give a
list of detailed information, comprising no business secrets, but including bonuses and promoters’ fees, and
all else an investor might ask; promoters not complying with the law were liable for damages to the ag-
grieved party; before the annual meeting a balance-sheet must be mailed to each stockholder giving full
details of stock issued, debts, assets, earnings, depreciation, and bad acounts; finally, auditors were made
liable to the injured party in case of neglect or false certifying. Such publicity, it has been considered, makes
inspection by State officials unnecessary, and removes from sound concerns the risk of blackmail. In the
case of a trust with many stockholders, business methods would be known to the general public. In the case
of smaller and less-feared companies, however, the business could be kept as secret as at present.

The proposed Business Companies’ Act stands firmly on the modern theory that, in the absence of
fraud in organisation and management, a business corporation should be allowed to do anything that an
individual may do. The old theory had been that corporations, as creatures of the State, should be guaranteed
to the public in all particulars of responsibility and management. The aspects of corporate activity that best
illustrate the significance of this change in theory are the organisation and the rights of stockholders. The old
theory, long held in Massachusetts law, was that the capital stock should be a guarantee fund for the payment
of creditors: and, consequently, should be paid up at par in cash and should not be exceeded by the corporate
debt. How far from this notion the corporation laws of New Jersey, of Delaware, and of West Virginia have
departed has already appeared. The proper measure of safety has been sought in the proposed Business
Companies’ Act and in the similar provisions of the Corporation Law adopted in 1903 by Massachusetts. In
its scrutiny of promotion, the new theory, as appears from the proposed act and the Massachusetts act, is
stricter than the old. A similar degree of vigilance has been recommended by the Industrial Commission:
“The promoters and organisers of corporations or industrial combinations which look to the public to pur-
chase or deal in their stocks or securities should be required to furnish full details regarding the organisation,
the property or services for which stocks and securities are to be issued, amount and kind of same, and all
other material information necessary for safe and intelligent investment; any prospectus or announcement of
any kind soliciting subscriptions which fails to make full disclosures as aforesaid or which is false should be
deemed fraudulent, and the promoters with their associates held legally responsible; the nature of the busi-
ness of the corporation or industrial combination, all powers granted to directors and officers thereof, and all
limitations upon them or upon the rights or powers of the members should be required to be expressed in the
certificate of incorporation, which instrument should be open, to inspection by any investor.” In its enlarge-
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ment of the rights of the stockholders, allowing access to the details of management, the new theory, as
appears from the proposed act and from the Massachusetts Act, permits of greater protection than the old.
“Under a system of this sort,” to quote the report of the Massachusetts Committee on Corporation Laws,
“the State machinery will provide that the stockholders and the creditors may at all times have access to the
corporation records or returns in such manner as clearly to show, both at organisation and thereafter, all of
the property or assets.” To the same purpose, the Industrial Commission advised that “the directors or
trustees should be required to report to the members the financial condition in reasonable detail, verified by
a competent auditor at least once a year; to inform members regarding the method and conduct of business
by granting them under proper restrictions access to records of directors’ meetings or otherwise; to provide
for the use of members before the annual meetings lists of members with their addresses and their several
holdings; and to provide, in whatever other ways may be named in the certificate of incorporation, means
whereby the members may prevent the misuse of their property by directors or trustees.” The provisions of
the proposed New York Business Companies’ Act, based upon the modern theory of corporations and pro-
tecting the investor in the promotion and management of the company, have not only the endorsement of
eminent corporation counsel and economists in this country, but also the authority of substantial enactment
in England, in France, and in Germany.

The Choice among the Proposed Remedies

The order in which these statutory remedies might be applied to the evils of trusts was considered by the
Industrial Commission. Having urged upon Congress the amendment of the Interstate Commerce Act and
the plan of Federal taxation and supervision, the Commission concluded: “If experience shall prove that
these remedies are not sufficient to properly control the great corporations and combinations, it may be wise
for Congress to enact a Federal corporation law. Should such a law be enacted, it would then be possible to
increase the franchise tax upon State corporations engaged in interstate commerce so as to compel them to
organise under the Federal law. When organised under a Federal law it would be possible, as has been
pointed out, to apply to corporations any degree of publicity or restriction that might be authorised. In the
meantime the separate States should amend their corporation laws so as to require greater publicity.”

Three lines of statutory regulations of trusts have been suggested. First, the Federal Government by act
of Congress could give the States larger—perhaps exclusive—control of corporations engaged in interstate
commerce. Diversity of legislation among the States, however, would probably lead to hopeless confusion.
Second, the Federal Government could assume a larger— perhaps exclusive—control of interstate trading
corporations. By excluding trust-made goods from interstate commerce — upon the large assumptions that
the trusts are demonstrably engaged in interstate commerce, and that such exclusion is constitutional,—
combination might be destroyed. By taxing the State corporations on their interstate commerce—assuming
that the trusts are demonstrably engaged in interstate commerce,—the trusts might be mulcted for their
profits. By passing a permissive Federal incorporation act, a separation of the good trusts from the bad might
be effected. Third, the present control by Federal and State governments could be continued with a view to
greater harmony and stricter regulation. By forbidding predatory and destructive methods of competition—
upon the large assumptions that the trusts are demonstrably engaged in interstate commerce and that such a
statute is constitutional,—the power of the trusts might be limited. By reducing the protective duties in
industries controlled by combinations, the trusts, together with their competitors, might be disabled. On the
other hand, by enforcing publicity in interstate trading corporations—assuming that the trusts are demon-
strably engaged in interstate commerce,—the whole evil arising from the form of modern trust organisation
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might be corrected. By strengthening the Interstate Commerce Act to prevent freight discrimination, the
whole evil of practical monopoly might be corrected. These two last remedies, be it noted, carry in them-
selves the cure of most trust ills. In harmony with stricter State corporation laws, enacted along the lines laid
down by the proposed New York Companies’ Act and the recommendations of the Industrial Commission,
these remedies might relieve the trust situation.

A Possible Remedy in the Law of Public-Service Companies

In the zeal for statutory solution, the significant bearing of recent common law upon industrial combinations
must not be overlooked. From earliest times the State has been allowed to use its police power in the regu-
lation of quasi-public businesses. Innkeepers have thus been controlled by act of the Legislature, and the
charges of common carriers and wharfingers have everywhere been fixed by statute. Even where no statu-
tory regulation has been enacted, the common-law rule has come to be that persons professing such busi-
nesses have assumed toward the public certain duties—they must not retire from their public calling without
due notice, they must serve all who ask to be served, with facilities adequate to reasonable demands, without
discrimination in cost or quality of service, and at a reasonable price. These principles, already familiar in
their application to railroads, were given a wider extension in 1876 by the Supreme Court of the United
States, and were applied to the grain-elevator business.25 “Property becomes clothed with a public interest,”
said the Court, “when used in a manner to make it of public consequence and affect the community at large.
When, therefore, one devotes his property to a use in which the public has an interest, he in effect grants to
the public an interest in that use, and must submit to be controlled by the public for the common good to the
extent of the interest he has thus created.” Upon this principle, a statute fixing the charges for elevator
storage was held valid.

Subsequent decisions of the court have more fully defined the extent of the principle. Businesses of a
public nature, enjoying substantial monopoly and upon which the civilised community has come to depend,
may be declared by the Legislature public callings: and the determination of reasonable charges by statute is
not a violation of a constitutional privilege. Within the last generation, accordingly, the charges of ferries,
grist-mills, gas and electric lighting plants, telegraphs, stockyards, street railways, and telephones have been
fixed by various Legislatures. The recognition of these businesses as public callings has stimulated the
courts to further activity. Even in the absence of statute upon the subject, the courts have come to treat these
businesses as public callings; and, where no charges have been fixed by the Legislature, have nevertheless
required that all charges be reasonable. If the law of public service continues to assimilate quasi-public
businesses with public callings, its importance in the regulation of trusts must soon be felt. Already the
common law for public-service companies, to some minds, has assumed shape like this: Whenever a busi-
ness, upon which the community has come to depend for its welfare, becomes substantially and permanently
controlled by an individual or combination, such a business becomes a public calling: the common-law
duties of a public calling are extended to those controlling the business; and they must serve all, with ad-
equate facilities, without discrimination, and at a reasonable price. At present, it should be noted, the rule has
been applied by the courts only to quasi-public monopolies and to closely allied businesses.26 Should the rule
grow to the scope suggested, it would put the regulation of trusts, with the questions of price and of varying
prices in different localities, immediately into the hands of the courts.
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The Hopeful Outlook for Trust Regulation

How soon the solution of the problem will be reached would be venturesome to guess. The Attorney-Gen-
eral has reported that the situation is much improved: “The amount of capital,” he says, “embarked in
independent enterprises within the last two years at least equals the total capital of the great combinations
formed within the last twelve years.” Since the report of the Industrial Commission in 1902, the quantities in
the equation have been greatly simplified. Trust evils, it has appeared, arise from the fact of practical mo-
nopoly and from the form of trust organisation. The evil of practical monopoly that has not proved self-
corrective is discrimination in freight rates. Over-capitalisation, with its attendant injury to the investor
through neglect of surplus reserve, creation of excessive floating debt, and distribution of unearned divi-
dends, has been the evil of modern trust organisation. While public attention and the course of the common
law continues bent upon specific measures for reform of these evils, perfection in industrial efficiency will
not overshadow the interests of the consumer, of the competitor, and of the State. When the ills of trusts have
been remedied, combinations which have assembled sufficient economies to compose an advantage over the
competing concerns which they supplant will be as harmless politically as they are efficient industrially.

The End
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